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The Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) at Arnold AFB, TN cur- 
rently has a computer program which, through a process known as photogrammetry, 
combines multiple 2D images of a wind tunnel test article, affixed with numerous 
registration markers, and the known 3D coordinates of those markers. It can then 
accurately determine the unknown position and attitude of the test article relative 
to the wind tunnel. The current algorithm has a problem in that it assumes the test 
article is a rigid body, when, in fact, the test article experiences deformation under 
aerodynamic loads. Due to this deformation, the 3D coordinates of the markers are 
not precisely known. 
This research looks at modifying the current program to account for this de- 
formation and to improve the accuracy of the position and attitude determination 
of the test article. The current program uses the Levenberg-Marquardt method 
of multi-parameter optimization to solve for the unknown parameters of position 
and attitude. In this work, deformation is modeled in two modes, simple parabolic 
bending and linear twisting, and uses the L-M method to solve for these additional 
parameters. This work also determines the minimum number of targets and cameras 
required to obtain the maximum accuracy. It varies the model targets from about 
20 to 200, and looks at using 1, 2, 4, 6, and 8 cameras. The results are a great 
improvement in accuracy over the original program. The results also show that op- 
timal accuracy is obtained with approximately 50 targets and 2 cameras. Any more 
than this produces an extremely small improvement in accuracy, with no real added 
benefit. 
It is clear that by adding simple bending and twisting parameters to the list 
of unknowns in the L-M solver, a much greater accuracy can be achieved in the 
determination of the position and attitude. 
x 
MODIFICATION OF POSITION AND ATTITUDE 
DETERMINATION OF A TEST ARTICLE THROUGH 
PHOTOGRAMMETRY TO ACCOUNT FOR STRUCTURAL 
DEFORMATION 
/.   Introduction 
1.1   Background 
One of the tasks of the Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) at 
Arnold Air Force Base, Tennessee is to place the customer's small-scale model of 
their vehicle, be it airplane, heavy lift rocket, etc., in a wind tunnel and measure the 
aerodynamic loading, giving an approximation of what the real loading environment 
will be. The old method was to use a "a pressure loads model, one instrumented with 
hundreds of pressure orifices" [8] to measure the pressures across the model's surface. 
Today that method is changing to one that is more efficient and cost-effective. That 
method utilizes pressure-sensitive paint PSP. Dr. Wim Ruyten, AEDC, describes 
this process [10]: 
In PSP measurements, we paint scale models of aircraft or other ob- 
jects with a special paint that glows when ultraviolet light shines on it. 
The glow has a different color than the light that produces it, so we can 
use optical filters to separate the two. Even more important, the bright- 
ness of the glow depends on the air pressure on the model. So by taking 
pictures of the model, we can back out what the pressure is. 
A crucial element of the pressure determination process is knowing the exact 
position and attitude of the test article relative to the wind tunnel. In the old 
method, this was done with "a complex procedure for combining and calibrating data 
from sting-mounted balance sensors and strain gages." [5] Dr. Ruyten goes on the 
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say that "...there is a growing interest to measure angles of attack with an accuracy 
that surpasses .01 deg. This level of accuracy cannot be obtained using traditional 
measurements based on balance sensors and strain gages." [6] Once again, a more 
accurate and efficient method was found. It is an optical method using registration 
markers placed on the test article. Through a process known as photogrammetry, it 
is possible to take one or more 2D images of the article and it's registration markers, 
or targets, and combine that with the known 3D coordinates of the targets to back 
out the position and attitude of the article. 
There is a problem with the current method. This method assumes that the 
test article is a rigid body. This mean that the three-dimensional coordinates of the 
targets in the model reference frame are known at all times. This is not the case. 
After repeated exposure to aerodynamic loading, the article, notably appendages 
such as wings and stabilizers, will experience small structural deformations. This 
means that the three-dimensional coordinates of the targets in the model frame are 
constantly changing. As time progresses and the model becomes more deformed, 
the current method will become more and more inaccurate at position and attitude 
determination. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
Improve the accuracy of position and attitude determination of a wind tunnel 
test article by accounting for structural deformation. Determine the optimal number 
of targets and cameras needed to obtain the acceptable accuracy. 
1.3 Methodology 
The current method utilizes the Levenberg-Marquardt method of multi-parameter 
optimization. The known parameters are the camera location(s) and orientation(s) 
and the 3D coordinates of the registration markers in the model coordinate frame. 
The unknown parameters are the three position and three attitude parameters. It 
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then minimizes the least squares merit function of the predicted target coordinates 
in the camera frame and the measured target coordinates in the camera frame. This 
minimization produces the six position and attitude parameters. 
This thesis adds two unknown parameters to the equations, a parabolic bend- 
ing coefficient and a linear twisting coefficient. By adding these simple models of 
deformation, the program will more accurately compute the position and attitude of 
a deformed test article. 
This thesis also completes many sample runs of data, varying both the number 
of targets and the number of cameras. Through this analysis it shows that there 
is an optimal number of targets and cameras where the accuracy is still kept at a 
maximum. 
1.4    Assumptions/Limitations 
The methodology employed here tries to model the deformation of the test 
article in two ways, parabolic bending and linear twist about a central line. There are 
some limitations in this method which will prevent it from ever precisely determining 
the position and attitude of the article. First, this method was conceived with the 
assumption that the deformed piece of the article would be a wing or a rocket fin or 
some other protrusion from a main body. The idea of a second order bending and a 
first order twisting are suited to this type of application. The majority of AEDC's 
test articles are an aircraft configuration of some type, which is why this method is 
used. However, this method may not be appropriate for every conceivable test article 
that AEDC may use. Second, second order bending and first order twisting are very 
simple approximations of the true deformation that occurs. These are believed to 
be good approximations, but they are by no means perfect. 
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II.   Position and Attitude Determination 
2.1    Non-Topographic Photogrammetry 
Accurate determination of position and attitude of the wind tunnel test article 
is not only important for pressure-sensitive paint testing, but is in fact "one of 
the persistent interests in wind tunnel testing" [6] Balance sensor and strain gages 
arc not meeting todays accuracy requirements. More accurate optical methods arc 
being used, and those methods are based on a method known as Non-Topographic 
Photogrammetry, introduced in 1979 by H.M. Karara et al. [2] 
Non-Topographic Photogrammetry (NTP) considers the case where an object 
has been photographed by one or more exterior cameras. The goal is to determine 
the coordinates of the targets (small black dots placed on the surface of the test 
article) in the two dimensional frame of the photograph. The three dimensional 
coordinates of the targets in the model frame are assumed known, and the position 
and orientation of the camera(s) need to be determined through calibration. In this 
thesis, one of the assumptions is that the position and orientation of the camera(s) are 
already known, because the calibration process is performed before any aerodynamic 
loading is placed on the model, and thus the model remains undeformed. Therefore, 
the details of the calibration process will not be presented. It should also be noted 
that any lens or image distortion are neglected in this study, as the cameras are 
assumed to be perfect. 
The configuration of object and camera can be seen in Figure 2.1. From the 
figure, XYZ is the frame associated with the test article or model, and uv is the 
frame associated with the photograph (hence the inverted image). The camera lens 
is at the intersection of all the lines, and is denoted by the focal length, /. For 
the derivation, we have selected one target point on the top of the canopy, denoted 
by {Xi,yi,Zi).  A is the vector from the focal point to the selected target point on 
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Figure 2.1     NTP Set Up 
the model, a is the vector from the focal point to the selected target point in the 
photographic image, denoted by (ui,Vi) 
The relationship between the model frame and the image frame needs to be 
established. This relationship can be described by a three axis coordinate transfor- 
mation. First, the model frame is rotated about it's X axis by an angle o>, arriving 
at the first intermediary axis. This axis is then rotated about it's Y' axis by an angle 
<j>, taking it to the second intermediary axis. Finally, this axis can be rotated about 
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Equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) can be combined to form one large transformation 
matrix, Equation (2.4). 
COSKCOS^      cosresin^sinw + sinrecosu;     — cos K sin 4> cos u + sin K sin u; 
M —     — sin K cos <f>   — sin K sin <f> sin u + cos K COS U     sin AC sin <^> cos UJ +cos K sin a; 
sin <f> — cos 0 sin LU cos ^ cos a; 
(2.4)" 
The focal point is given coordinates in both reference frames. In the model 
frame it is denoted as {xc,yc,zc). In the image frame, the focal coordinates are 





Zi - Zc 
Ui -uc 
(2.5) 
Vi - v. 
f 
(2.6) 
To compare the two vectors a and A, wc need to get them both in terms of 
—* 
coordinates in the same reference frame. Thus, M will transform A to the image 
coordinate frame. The result is shown below where U,V, and W are the coordinates 
of A in the image frame. 
U = (cos K cos <$>) (xi - xc) + (cos K sin 4> sin u + sin re cos UJ) (yi - yc) 
+(— cos K sin 0 cos a; + sin re sin tu) (2j — zc) 
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V = (- sin K cos 4>) (xi — xc) + (— sin K sin <j> sin u + cos K COS tu) (?/j - yc)   (2.7) 
+(sin K sin 0 cos CJ + cos K sin a;) (ZJ — zc) 
W = (8in<ß)(xi-xc) + (-cos<f)sinLü)(yi - yc) + (cos<f>cosu)(zi - zc) 
The key to this whole process is realizing that, due to the nature of imaging, 
A and a are collinear. As H.M. Karara says, "The imaging process requires that the 
image and object rays be collinear, that is, that the components of the two vectors 
expressed in the same coordinate system be equal, except for a scale factor." [2] Thus 
we can say that a = kMA, where k is the scale factor. Expressing this equation in 
the image frame coordinates, we get 
Ui — uc = kU 
Vi-vc = kV (2.8) 
-f = kW 
The exact value of the scale factor k is unknown, but we can solve the third 
equation of (2.8) for k, and substitute that result into the first and second equations 
of (2.8). This gives us equation (2.9). 
Ui = uc     j ^ 
vt = vc- f% (2.9) 
This is the result of Non-Topographic Photogrammetry. Knowing the location 
of the camera lens (or focus), the coordinates of the desired target in the model 
frame, and the orientation of the model frame with respect to the image frame, wc 
can calculate what the coordinates of that target will be in the image frame. Posi- 
tion and attitude determination will turn this around and, knowing what the image 
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coordinates of the target are from the image taken, determine what the orientation 
of the model is with respect to the camera. 
2.2   Nonlinear Fitting Scheme 
Non-Topographic Photogrammetry can now be applied to the test article in 
the wind tunnel to determine the position and orientation of the article with respect 
to the tunnel. The initial set up can be seen in Figure 2.2, where XYZ* is the 
coordinate frame associated with the tunnel, also known as the Tunnel Reference 
System or TRS. 
Y* 
Figure 2.2     Wind Tunnel Set Up 
The TRS and the model frame may be offset by three Euler angles. A rotation 
about the X* axis will be denoted by (/>, and is also known as roll. A rotation about 
the Y* axis will be denoted by a, and is also known as pitch. A rotation about 
the Z* axis will be denoted by ß, and is also known as yaw. The first task is to 
transform the coordinates of the target from the model frame to the tunnel frame. 
This is accomplished in Equation (2.10), which shows that this is just a matter 
of rotating the model frame to the tunnel frame, similar to what was done in the 
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previous section, but R is the rotation matrix using the angles a, ß, and <j>, whereas 
M was the rotation matrix using the angles K, (j), and u. Also, the displacements of 
the model frame from the tunnel frame, Ax, Ay, and Az have been added in. 
x* = Ax + Mxi 
y* = Ay + Myi (2.10) 
z* = Az + Mzi 
Where xh yh and ^ are the coordinates of the target point in the model frame, and 
x*i, y*, and z* are the coordinates of the target point in the tunnel reference frame. 
The coordinates of the target in the TRS are given by Equation (2.11). 
x* = Ax + Xi (cos a cos ß) + yi (sin ß cos <j> + sin a cos ß sin <j>) 
+Zi(— sinß sin <j> + sin a cos ß cos 9!)) 
2/* = Ay + Xi(-cosasmß)+yi(cosßcos(f>-sm.asmßsm(l>) (2.11) 
+^i(— cos /? sin 4> — sin a sin ß cos </>) 
z* = Az + Xi(— sin a) + y,(cos a sin <f>) + Zi(cos a cos 0) 
It is assumed that both the camera location and orientation are known from 
calibration. The location and orientation parameters, instead of being with respect 
to the model frame as in the previous section, are here with respect to the TRS. The 
location parameters are given by x*,y*, and z*. The orientation angles of the camera 
are given by <jfc, K*C, and UJ*. The coordinates of the target are now transformed from 
the tunnel frame to the image frame, using the same camera rotation matrix as 
before. The coordinates in the image frame U, V, and W are now affixed with 
an asterisk to indicate that they came from tunnel coordinates.  This is shown by 
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Equation 2.12. 
[/* = (cos K* cos</>*)« - x*c) + (cosK* sin0* sinu* + sin K* COSu*)(y* - y*) 
+(- cos K* sin 0* cos w* + sin K* sin w*)(z* - z*) 
V£ = (- sin K* cos 0*)(a£ - x*) + (- sin K* sin<£* sin a;* + cos K* cosu*)(y* - y*c) 
+(sin«*sin0*cosa;* + cos K* sin a;*) (2* - z*) (2.12) 
W£ = (sin<j>*)(x* - x*c) + (- cos0* sinuj*)(y* - y*) + (coscj>* cosu*)(z* - z*) 
Applying the same collinearity principles from the previous section, we arrive 
at the same result as (2.9), except that now the image coordinates are a function of 
the tunnel coordinates, not the model coordinates. The result is 
uci = uc- /n£- = Ud(q) 
ci 
Vd = Vc- f$r = Vei(q) (2.13) 
ci 
The right side of Equation (2.13) shows that now the only unknown parameters 
remaining in uci and vci are the position and attitude parameters of the model. They 
have been grouped into the vector q, given by 
f = [Ax,Ay,Az,a,ß,<f>] (2.14) 
According to Dr. Ruyten, to solve for the six unknown position and attitude 
parameters, the minimization of a least squares sum is used. [7] That sum is called 
the x2 merit function, and it is the difference between the photographed image 
coordinates of the targets, denoted by üd and vci, and the image coordinates as a 
function of the unknown parameters q, given by 
X2(q) = EEKMfl - üci)2 + Mfl - Vd)2} (2.15) 
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The summation index c shows that this function is summed over all cameras, if 
there are more than one, and i indicates that it is summed over all target coordinates. 
Dr. Ruyten also explains that a function closely related to the x2 me^ function is 
the rms fit error. "This error gives the rms deviation (in pixels) between measured 
and fitted image coordinates." [7] The rms fit error function is given by 
"® JJXHQ) (2.16) 
where N is the total number of image coordinate pairs. 
A successful minimization of the x2 merit function will result in values for 
each of the unknown position and attitude parameters. However, because there 
arc six unknown parameters, minimizing this function is difficult. It requires a 
multi-parameter optimization scheme. The method employed is called a Levenberg- 
Marquardt algorithm, and is explained in the next section. 
2.3   Levenberg-Marquardt 
Lcvcnbcrg-Marquardt is one of many non-linear methods of data modeling, 
or multi-parameter optimization. However, Dr. Ruyten has chosen to use the LM 
method because, as he says [7] 
Experience has shown that (even when employing as many as 94 fit 
parameters - six for model alignment and 11 parameters for 8 cameras 
each) satisfactory convergence of the LM algorithm is typically reached in 
1-10 itereations. This constitutes a significant speed-up over the simplex 
method that was employed [before]. 
The book Numerical Recipes in Fortran [11] does an excellent job of explaining 
the LM algorithm. In general, LM follows these steps: 
(1) Pick initial values for the unknown parameters. Usually this will 
be 0, but in the case of the actual wind tunnel these could be the pre- 
liminary values read from the machine gages. 
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(2) Evaluate x2 using initial values and image data. 
(3) Increment the unknown parameters by a small amount, and re- 
evaluate x2- 
(4) If the new x2 IS greater than the previous one, increase the incre- 
ment by a factor of 10, and evaluate again. 
(5) If the new x2 is less than the previous one, decrease the increment 
by a factor of 10, and evaluate again. 
(6) Continue until the difference in the functions is less than some 
tolerance, typically 10-3. 
The first two steps are relatively easy, as are evaluating whether x2 has in- 
creased or decreased. The true heart of this nonlinear method is determining the 
magnitude and direction in which to increment the unknown parameters. Close to 
the minimum, the x2 function is expected to be well approximated by a quadratic 
form, which can be written as 
X2($«7-d-g+^-D-<? (2.17) 
where d is an M-vector, and D is an M x M matrix. If this approximation is a good 
one, we can jump from the current trial parameters, qcur, to the minimizing ones, 
qmin, in a single leap, given by 
— Qcur   i   ■*-' -Vx2(<w) (2.18) 
However, this may be a poor local approximation to the shape of the function 
that wc arc trying to minimize at qcur. If this is true, the best we can do is to step 
down the gradient using the steepest decent, given by 
qnext = qcur ~ Constant X Vx^cur) (2-19) 
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where the constant is small enough not to exhaust the downhill direction. 
To use Equations 2.18 and 2.19, we need to be able to compute the gradient of 
the x2 function at any set of parameters q. To use Equation 2.18 we also need the 
matrix D, which is the second derivative matrix (Hessian matrix) of the x2 merit 
function, at any q. 
We have specified the %2 merit function, therefore the Hessian matrix is known 
to us. Therefore, we can use Equation 2.18 whenever we choose to. The only reason 
to use Equation 2.19 will be if Equation 2.18 fails to improve the fit, signaling failure 
of Equation 2.17 as a good local approximation. 
First, we need to determine partial derivatives of x2 with respect to the set of 
M unknown parameters in q. Taking partial derivatives once arrives at the gradient 
(Equation 2.20), which will be zero at the x2 minimum. 
dqk 
-2EE (uci(q) - uci)    ax     + (vci{q) - Vd) dqk dqk   J 
Jfe = l,2,...,M (2.20) 






dqk       dqi 
dvci(q) dvci(q) 
dqk       dqi 
Ud(q) - % 







However, the d^    terms are deemed sufficiently small, and the equation re- 
duces to 
|2,,2 
dqkdqi 2EE c      i 
duci(q) duci(q)     dvd{q) dvd(q) 
dqk       dqi dqk      dqi 
(2.22) 
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We now need to solve for the partial derivatives of uci(q) and Vd(q) with respect 
to each of the six unknown parameters. The partial derivatives are given as 
9uci(g) £_ 
dqk Wci 
(cos K* cos <t>*)(j£) + (cos K* sin<f sin a;* + sin«* cos w*)(g£) 
32?' +(- cos K* sin4>* cosu* 4- sinK* sinu;*)^) 






(- sin «* cos 0*)(fM + (- sin K* sin 0* sinu;* + cos K* cosa;*)(^) 
föz? +(sin K* sin <^* cos a>* + cos K* sin a;*) (-^) 
  ^ _1_ (r>r 
<-dqk)   '   V    ^-^f  ^"<*- yva% (sM*)(£) + (-cos0*sina;*)(§£) + (coB^cosc^)(g) 
dz* Notice in Equation 2.23 that only ^, ||, and ^ change now as the unknown 
parameter, q, with which the partial derivative is taken with respect to changes. 
These partial derivatives with respect to the six unknown position and attitude 












d4 = M - A^) 
^ = y{(— sin ß sin (f> + sin a cos ß cos 4>) 
(sin ß cos (f> + sin a cos /? sin 0)^ 
(2.24) 
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m. = o 
M._ 1 
dAy       X 
ÖA2        u 
da 
-smß(z? -Az) 
M = _(x* _ Ax) (2.25) 
%• = Vi{~ cos/?sin0 — sin a sin/3 cos 0) — 
(cos /5 cos 0 — sin a sin /5 sin <j))zi 
ÖAz        U 
dAy        U 
9,z*    -. 
dAz ~ L 
^ = - cos/3« - Ax) + sixiß(y* - Ay) 
d4 = 0 (2.26) 
dz* = yi(cos a cos 4>) — (cos a sin <j>)zi 
According to Numerical Recipes [11], it is conventional to remove the factors 
of 2 by denning 
ßk ~ ~2dfk 
1 d2x2 
a
ki = 00   a (
2-27) 2 %% 
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making [a] = |D in Equation (2.18), in terms of which that equation can be rewritten 
as the set of linear equations 
£««*« = & (2-28) 
M 
l-l 
This set is then solved for öqi, which is the increment that is added to the un- 
known parameters. The key to the LM method is that it makes one big improvement 
over this standard method. Normally, 5qi equals some constant times ßt. However, 
Marquardt realized that the scale of this constant is dictated by the reciprocal of the 
diagonal element of the alpha matrix. He also inserted another factor, A, which could 
be set to much less than one to reduce the step size. The result of these realizations 
is Equation (2.29). 
öqi = 4~ßi <2-29) Ac*// 
Marquardt also realized that Equation (2.29) could be combined with Equation 
(2.28) if a new matrix, a-, is defined by 
a'jj = ajAl + A) 
a'jk = ajk (2.30) 
Which then yields Equation (2.31) 
M 
This now is the set of linear equations the LM method uses to determine the 
increment to apply to the unknown parameters in q. 
The last step that remains in this process is to determine the precision of the 
fitted parameters. According to Dr. Ruyten, the precision of each fit parameter, qk, 




L2AT - Ml 
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\{q)Ci (2.32) 
where TV is the number of image coordinate pairs, M is the number of fit parameters, 
a(q) is the rms fit error, given by Equation (2.16), and Ckk are the diagonal elements 
of the covariance matrix C. The covariance matrix C is found by inverting the 
curvature matrix, a«, given by Equation (2.27). 
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III.   Deformation Modeling 
Modeling of structural deformation can be an extremely complicated field, 
typically requiring some type of finite element analysis. We tried to compromise 
somewhere between a rigid model, which is what the current program uses, and a 
finite element analysis, which maybe too complicated to implement in a program such 
as this. Since the wings, horizontal, and vertical stabilizers of small scale aircraft test 
articles undergo significant deformation, we tailored our model for these structures. 
Prom his testing experience, Dr. Ruyten suggested that the deformation could be 
modeled by superposition of parabolic bending and linear twisting. [4] 
3.1    Parabolic Bending 
I 
i 
Figure 3.1     Parabolic Bending Set Up 
Realistically, the wing would not bend linearly, such that the entire wing is de- 
flected at a constant angle. It would be much more rigid near the fuselage where all of 
the structural support is, and would be more flexible near the tip due to the moment 
arm from the base of the wing to the tip. Thus, under severe aerodynamic loading, 
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Figure 3.2     Wire-frame Bent Wing 
the wing should deflect in a curved manner. This behavior can be approximated as 
parabolic bending. Figure 3.1 shows the deflection for parabolic bending. 
The equation used to model parabolic bending is 
K\,end{-y) (3.1) 
where z is the deflection value, Kbend is the bending coefficient, y is the distance from 
the base of the wing to the target point, and L is the total length of the wing. Figure 
3.2 shows a MATLAB-generated wire-frame model of a wing displaying parabolic 
bending. As will be discussed in the next chapter, the wing is the approximate 
dimensions of a Lockheed Martin F-22A Raptor wing, with a wing length of 6.78 
meters. The bending coefficient is .1, meaning that the tip of the wing is .lm lower 
than an undeformed wing as shown in the figure. 
There is a problem with simply applying the bend and twist equations to the 
undeformed coordinates to get deformed coordinates. The new Z value is calculated 
based on the bend and twist functions and the wing is essentially "stretched". For 
example a point that was on the wing tip, with a Y value of 6.78, would have a 
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new Z value of, say, -.5, but would still have a Y value of 6.78. The wing is being 
elongated, and this is not a very accurate representation. 
One way to account for this is to first calculate the path length from the origin 
to the undeformed point. Then, follow the curve of the bending function until it 
reaches that same path length. Find the new Y value for that path length and 
replace the old Y with the new one. In this way, the function no longer stretches the 
wing and is more accurate. To apply this to our bending function, we use a method 
prescribed in Advanced Engineering Mathematics [3]. We first find a parametric 
representation of the bend function, which is given by 
r(t) =ti + %£-j (3.2) 
■*■ max 
Now, find the derivative with respect to the parameter t, which is given by 
r'(t)=ti + 1--3 (3.3) 
max 
We now find r' • r', which is given by 
■2BC12 
r' • r' - 1 +1 
Y2 max 
(3.4) 
We can now apply this to the general equation for the arc length of a curve, which 
is given by 
I = f vV • r'dt (3.5) 
Ja 
where, in our case a = 0 and b = Y. For each point, we simply set / equal to the 
undeformed path length, and solve for the new Y value, which is the upper limit of 
integration. The undeformed path length is simply 
lund = VX2 + F2 (3.6) 
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This method of correction is not applied to the twisting function for two rea- 
sons. First, the twisting displacement is generally smaller than the bending displace- 
ment. Second, bending is only a function of one variable, and the path length will 
only vary in one direction. Thus it is correctable. Twisting is a function of X and Y, 
and therefore the parameterization of the path length is significantly more complex. 
3.2   Linear Twist 
The other mode of deformation being modeled is linear twisting. For this 
model we assume the base at the wing is rigidly attached to the fuselage and that 
the deflection is linear at each chord line, meaning that the positive deflection on the 
leading edge is equal in magnitude to the negative deflection on the trailing edge. 
However, at each increasing chord interval, that angle is increased. Thus the twist 
gets more and more severe. Figure 3.3 shows the set-up for linear twist. 
Figure 3.3     Linear Twisting Set Up 
The general equation for linear twisting is 
J-'     -A-max 
(3.7) 
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where z is the deflection value, Ktwist is the twisting coefficient, y is the distance 
from the base of the wing to the target point, L is the total length of the wing, x is 
distance along the chord, from the origin to the target point, and Xmax is the total 
chord length, at that particular target point. This function will provide no twist at 
the base, where y is equal to zero. It will also provide maximum twisting upwards at 
the tip on the leading edge, and maximum twisting downward on the trailing edge. 
Figure 3.4     Wire-Frame Twisted Wing 
Figure 3.4 shows a MATLAB-generated wire-frame model of a wing displaying 
linear twisting. This graph is a little deceptive, as it appears to have some curve to 
it. One difference is that the set up shows a rectangular wing, where as Figure 3.4 
is again the F-22 modeled wing. The midline of the wing goes from the midpoint 
of the base to the midpoint of the tip, exactly dividing the wing in half at each 
chord interval. The twist is about this line, which is at an angle, compared to 
the rectangular wing which has it's midline perfectly straight. The other factor to 
account for is that this is a severely twisted wing (twist coefficient of 4), to show 
the effects of twisting. As previously mentioned, there is no way to correct for the 
stretching of the wing where twisting is concerned. Because of this, some stretching 
of the wing is evident in the graph.   Thus, while the graph seems to show some 
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curvature, it is in fact linear twisting. Hence, the equation for the total deflection, 
accounting for both parabolic bending and linear twist is 
z = KhUjf + AWT)(F-) (
3-8) 
i-J L>     -A-max 
3.3   Implementaion of Deformation Models 
With equations for both the bending and twisting of the wing, we now need 
to integrate these into the Levenberg-Marquardt optimizer. Initially there were six 
unknown parameters, three for position and three for attitude. Now we will introduce 
two more unknown parameters, the bending and twisting coefficients. When the 
program tries to match position and attitude parameters to the given images, it 
understands there exists the possibility the images were taken from a deformed 
article. Solving for these deformation parameters will yield a more accurate solution 
for the position and attitude. 
As stated in the previous chapter, the Levenberg-Marquardt method uses par- 
tial derivatives of the equations with respect to the unknown parameters to determine 
the step size and direction. Since we have included two new unknown parameters to 
solve for, this means calculating two new sets of partial derivatives. 
Recall from Equation (2.23) that only §J, |^L, and §^ change as the unknown 
parameter with which the partial derivative is taken with respect to changes. Essen- 
tially, this means that to add in Kbend and Ktwist as parameters, all that really needs 
to be solved are the partial derivatives of x\, y*, and z* with respect to the unknown 
parameters, now including Kbend, and Ktwist. Of course, x*, y*, and z* now include 
the deformation functions. 
First, we need to combine the equations governing deformation into the equa- 
tions that transform target coordinates from the model frame to the image frame. 
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That is, 
x* = Ax + Xi (cos a cos ß) + yi (sin ß cos (ß + sin a cos /3 sin 0) 
+ U^t(f XxM - ^n^D^-sin/Jsin^ + sinacos/Jcos^) 
+ 
y* = Ay + #»(- cos a sin /?) + t/;(cos /? cos </> - sin a sin /? sin 0) 
Ktoi«*(f )(JT-) - Kbend(l)
2 (-cos/? sin <£ - sin a sin /3 cos <£) 
(3.9) 
z\ = Az + Xi(-sma)+yi(cosasm(j)) +  #*««*(*) (*f^) - Kbend(l)
2 (cos a cos 4>) 
Now, simply take the partial derivatives of each with respect to all the unknown 
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8a -cos/?(:r* - Are) + sin/%* - Ay) 
9z? 
dß = 0 
^ = ^(cosacos^) - (cos asin<ß) Ktwist(l)(x^) - A'&end(f )
2 
^1^ =-(cos a cos </0(£)2 
a«; 
ö*Q *— = (cos a cos 0)(£)( v
2—) 
.list v "i' ^raM ' 
(3.12) 
The equations which convert the coordinates of the targets from the model 
frame into pixel coordinates in the image frame were modified to include the defor- 
mation functions prescribed. Partial derivatives of those functions were taken with 
respect to the old unknown position and attitude parameters, as well as the new 
coefficients and bending and twisting. These partial differential equations can now 
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be coded into SUBROUTINE mrqfunl of the Fortran code (see Appendix B). The 
program is now modified and ready to account for deformation of the test article. 
3.4    Evaluating the Deformation Model 
Now needed is some way to evaluate the model with deformation against the 
original rigid body program to determine how much of an improvement has been 
made. To aid in the evaluation, a program was written in MATLAB to construct a 
hypothetical test article to be used as the "truth model". By comparing the original 
and modified programs to this truth model, quantitative error improvement results 
can be obtained. The code for this MATLAB program is shown in Appendix A. 
The test article in the truth model is based on the approximate dimensions of 
a Lockheed Martin F-22A Raptor. The test article includes a rigid fuselage which is 
19 meters long and 4 meters wide, and a wing that is 6.78 meters from base to tip, 
9.85 meters long along the base, and 1.66 meters long along the tip. The wing can 
bend according to the parabolic bending and linear twisting defined in the previous 
chapter. This set up is shown in Figure 3.5. 
Figure 3.5     Set-up of Truth Model Test Article 
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3.4-1 Target Distribution. One of the features of the truth model program 
is the ability to easily change the number and density of target locations on the wing. 
This helps answer the question of how many targets is optimal, and what kind of 
spacing is desired. 
The program uses three variables, X Density Factor (XDF), Y Density Factor 
(YDF), and Y Cluster Factor (YCF), to set the number and spacing of the targets. 
The density factor divides the wing into that number of sections, with a target on 
the wing edge and targets between sections. Thus, with an XDF of 3 and a YDF 
of 4, you will get a total of 20 targets on the wing. In the x-direction, we space the 
targets equally using the interval 
m~       XDF K '   ' 
So, an XDF of 3 divides the wing, in the X direction, into 3 sections of the 
same size, meaning that at each Y interval there will be 4 targets, 2 on the edges 
and 2 in between. 
In the y-direction, a grid of equally spaced targets on the wing is not desired 
because the majority of the deformation will be occurring near the wing tip. The 
desired grid is one more densely populated near the wing tip. Thus, the YCF variable 
is introduced. YCF determines by what order the spacing between Y intervals 
decreases. For example, a YCF of 2 indicates that the spacing between each interval 
will decrease parabolically. 
Figure 3.6 shows the set up to determine the Y interval. We first define a curve 
given by YYCF, where the endpoint is the wingspan, L, which gives a function value 
of YXPf. This ensures that the Y intervals end on the wing tip. To determine the 
Y spacing, the interval size is first determined by 
/ r\YCF 
n = V4 (3.14) 






Figure 3.6     Set-Up of Y Interval Determination 
Then, at each interval JV = n,2n,Sn,..., (YDF - l)n, (YDF)n, the Y value is de- 
termined by 
Y = Nrhp (3.15) 
3.4.2 Camera Views. After all the coordinates of the test article have been 
calculated, the program will then show the perspective of each of eight cameras, and 
how the test article will look to that camera. This gives the user a nice sense of how 
much the test article has been deformed. 
The program can show anywhere from one to eight camera views. Cameras 
are placed at 45 degree intervals, all in a plane that is approximately in the center 
(midway from tail to nose) of the fuselage. The camera set up is seen in Figure 3.7, 
which is looking down the wind tunnel at the test aritcle head on. Sample camera 
views in pixel coordinates are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. This sample has the 
test article at a = 0, ß = 0, (f> = 0, a bending coefficient of .7, and a twisting 
coefficient of .1. This makes for a fairly deformed wing, as cameras 3 and 7 show. In 
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Test Article 
Figure 3.7    Wind Tunnel Camera Set Up 
an undeformed case, cameras 3 and 7 would only show a straight line because they 
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IV.   Results 
An analysis is performed to determine how the error in position and attitude 
varies as the number of targets, YCF, and number and location of cameras are 
changed. The aim is to optimize these parameters so that we may better evaluate 
the performance of the new bending model versus the old rigid model. Many runs 
of each program were accomplished to make these charts, and the raw data for each 
run can be found in Appendix C. In all test cases, the test article was set at the 
following position and attitude: Ax = 5 m, Ay = 0 m, Az = -20 m, a = 15 deg, 




BC=.7   TC=1   CAM=4  YCF=1.5 
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Figure 4.1     Relative Error Versus Number of Data Points, Severely Deformed 
Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the results of the target number study, computed 
using 4 cameras. As seen in the graphs, after a certain number of data points the 
relative error of position and attitude due to number of targets is fairly constant. 
This study was performed on both a severely deformed wing (BC=.7 TC=.l) and 
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Figure 4.2     Relative Error Versus Number of Data Points, Moderately Deformed 
a moderately deformed one (BC=.4 TC=.01) to ensure consistency. Fifty targets 
was deemed to be sufficiently into this regime. Bear in mind that 50 is the number 
of data points, not necessarily the number of targets on the test article. Thus, in a 
4-camera configuration, the actual number of targets is about 13. 
Figure 4.3 shows the results of the Y cluster factor study. The Y density factor 
was bumped up to 8 to give more divisions in the Y axis. This was done to capture 
the spectrum from evenly spaced to tightly packed towards the wing tip. The graph 
shows a pretty even trend that error gets worse as the points are packed tighter and 
tighter towards the wing tip. It also shows a drop in error around YCF=1.25, which 
is not quite evenly spaced, but still provides good coverage of the whole wing. Figure 
4.4 shows the difference in the target layouts of YCF=1 and YCF=1.25. 
Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the results of the camera study, one with moderate 
bending and one with more severe bending. This graph uses the same camera set up 
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Figure 4.3     Relative Error Versus YCF 
A surprising result is that more cameras does not necessarily seem to be better. In 
fact, 2 cameras offset by 90 degrees performs as well as, if not better than, 4 or 8 
cameras. 
We now have optimum camera and target conditions, and can evaluate the two 
position and attitude models; the old rigid model, and the new model which includes 
bending and twisting. Figure 4.7 shows the results of the bending study. As seen in 
the graph, and as is expected, as the bending coefficient gets more and more severe, 
the new bending model outperforms the old rigid model by greater margins. The 
same can be said for the performance in the presence of twist, shown in Figure 4.8. 
One last area to evaluate is how each model performs in the presence of noise. 
Neither method is going to have perfect measurements, and thus noise will affect 
each. Figure 4.9 shows the effects of increasing noise on each model. At low levels of 
noise, the margin between the rigid model and the bend/twist model remains fairly 
constant. In extremely noisy conditions, behavior begins to diminish. 
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Figure 4.5     Relative error versus number of cameras, moderate bending 
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Figure 4.6     Relative Error Versus Number of Cameras, Severe bending 
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V.   Conclusions 
The main objective of this thesis was to improve AEDC's current method of 
position and attitude determination to account for deformation of the test article. 
The results showed that by adding in bending and twisting coefficients, dramatic 
increases in accuracy of position and attitude determination could be achieved for 
simulated data with a simple deformation model. The next step to continue the work 
of this thesis would be to incorporate more complex deformation models, possibly 
using a finite element analysis. Also, the improved deformation model should be 
compared against the original using actual test data from real wind tunnel models. 
This thesis was also to determine the optimal number of targets and cameras 
to achieve the greatest accuracy, while staying in reasonable numbers. It was found 
that at least 50 targets are required to achieve optimal accuracy, while any more than 
that did not add a whole lot of benefit. A YCF of 1.25 was found to provide the best 
accuracy. This was more clustered than a straight linear distribution, but not quite 
as dense at the wing tip as a parabolic distribution. It was expected from previous 
data runs that 4 cameras would provide the optimal solution, but when actually 
graphed out, 2 cameras spaced at 90 degrees provided slightly better results. 
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Appendix A.   MATLAB Code 
'/. Thesis: F-22 Wing Target Assignment '/. 
'/, Author: ILt Sean A. Krolikowski    % 
•/. Date: 31 August 2000 '/. 
clear all 
'/.Establish wing and fuselage boundaries from specs 
Xr=[-4.925 4.925 -1.185 -2.852 -4.925]; Yr=[0 0 6.78 6.78 0] ; 
Yf-[2 -2 -2 0 2 23; Xf=[0 0 15 19 15 0]; Yf=Yf-2; Xf=Xf-4.925; 
figured),elf plot (Yr.Xr ,'*-') ,axis square,hold on 
plot(Yf,Xf,'*-') 
%Set the Density Factors: XDF and YDF 
'/.This will specify how dense the grid points are 
'/.in the X and Y directions 
XDF=5; YDF=7; 
'/.Set the Y Cluster Factor, YCF 
'/.This will specify how clustered the grid points are 
y.towards the wing tip 
V.  NOTE: If for some reason the wing is reconfigured to allow 
'/.      a negative y value, you should not enter an odd number for the YCF 
YCF-1.25; 
^Compute Grid Points 
Ymin=0; Ymax=6.78; w=Ymin; t=l; i=0; n=((Ymax-Ymin)"YCF)/YDF; N=n; 





















'/.Establish Fuselage Targets 
YF=[-2 0 2-11-202-11-202-11-202-11-202-11-2 
0 2-110]; XF=[0 0 0 1.5 1.5 3 3 3 4.5 4.5 6 6 6 7.5 7.5 9 9 9 
10.5 10.5 12 12 12 13.5 13.5 15 15 15 17 17 19]; YF=YF-2; 
XF=XF-4.925; Flength=length(XF); 
'/.Draw Grid 
plot(Y,X, •*r'),plot (YF,XF,'*r'),plot(Y.Xbar,'g'),hold off 
'/.Set Bending and Twisting Coefficients 
BC=1; TC=.5; 
^Determine Undeformed Path Lengths 




XCalcualte Twist Angle 
TA=atan(Xbar(length,D/YClength,D) ; 
'/.Solve for corrected Y coords, given path length 
a=(2*BC/Ymax-2)"2; 

















'/.Set Up for 3D Grid 
figure(2),elf for j=0:i-l 
plot3(Ynew(j*XDF+j+l:(j+l)*XDF+j+l,l),X(j*XDF+j+l:(j+l)*XDF+j+l,l),Z(j*XDF+j+l:(j+l)*XDF+j+l,i).'*-').hold on 
end 










end hold off 
/CConvert target coords from wing frame to model frame 
DX=4.925; DY=2; for j=l:length 
Xi(j,l)=X(j,l)+DX; 
Yi(j,l)=Ynew(j,l)+DY; 
Yunbent(j ,l)=Y(j ,1)+DY; 
Zi(j,l)=Z(j,l); 
Zunbent(j,l)=0; 
end XF=XF+DX; YF=YF+DY; 
%Add fuselage points to data set 
'/.for j=l:Flength 
•/.  Xi(length+j,l)=XF(l,j); 
%  Yi(length+j,l)=YF(l,j); 
*/.  Yunbent(length+j,l)=YF(l,j); 
"/.  Zi (length* j,l)=0; 
•/.  Zunbent (length* j, 1) =0; 
'/.end 
y,length=max (size (Xi) ) ; 
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7.Print Model Coords to file for FORTRAN 
data =  [transpose(Xi) ;transpose(Yi) ;transpose(Zi)] ;  data2 = 
[transpose(Xi);transpose(Yunbent);transpose(Zunbent)];  fid = 
fopenCdata.in', 'w'); 
fprintf (f id, '7.5.0f\n' .length) ; 
fprintf (f id, '7.5.5f\n' ,BC) ; 
fprintf (fid, "/.5.5f\n' ,TC) ; 
fprintf (fid, '7.5.5f\n> ,DX) ; 
fprintf (fid, '7.5.5f \n' ,DY) ; 
fprintf (fid, ,,/.5.5f\n' ,Ymax) ; 
fprintf (fid,'7.4. lOf   7.4. lOf   7.4.10f\n>,data) ; 
fprintf (fid,'7.4.10f   7.4.lOf   7.4.10f\n' ,data2) ; 
fclose(fid); 
7,Set Model Orientation, alpha is pitch, beta is yaw, and phi is roll 
alpha=0; beta=0; phi=0; 
XConvert angles to radians and evaluate sin and cos 
alpha=alpha*(pi/180); beta=beta*(pi/180); phi=phi*(pi/180); 
ca=cos(alpha); sa=sin(alpha); cb=cos(beta); sb=sin(beta); 
cp=cos(phi); sp=sin(phi); 
7.Set displacement of model frame origin from TRS 
delxk=5; delyk=0; delzk=-20; 
/CConvert target coords from model frame to TRS 
for j=l:length 




7.Set camera parameters: 
7,uc and vc are the location of the camera focus in the camera frame, should be the same for each camera 
%t  is the focal length, also should be the same 
7,Assume the camera uses a resolution of 1024x1024, with the origin at the bottom right corner 
uc=512; vc=512; f=1000; 
%Define postion and attitude of Camera 1 
xcl=14; ycl=0;  zcl=-40; phicl=0; kappacl=0;  omegaclO; 
phicl=phicl*(pi/180);  kappacl=kappacl*(pi/180); 
omegacl=omegacl*(pi/180);  cpl=cos(phicl);  spl=sin(phicl); 
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ckl=cos(kappacl);  skl=sin(kappacl);  coi=cos(omegacl); 
sol=sin(omegacl); 
XFind target coords in camera frame 
for j=l:length 
UciKj ,l)=(Xistar(j ,l)-xcl)*cpl*ckl+(Yistar (j ,l)-ycl)*(skl*col+spl*ckl*sol)+... 
(Zistar(j,l)-zcl)*(skl*sol-spl*ckl*col); 








"/(Define postion and attitude of Camera 2 
xc2=14; yc2=20; zc2=-40; phic2=0; kappac2=0;  omegac2=45; 
phic2=phic2*(pi/180); kappac2=kappac2*(pi/180); 
omegac2=omegac2*(pi/180);  cp2=cos(phic2);  sp2=sin(phic2); 
ck2=cos(kappac2);  sk2=sin(kappac2);  co2=cos(omegac2); 
so2=sin(omegac2); 












'/(Define postion and attitude of Camera 3 
xc3=14;  yc3=20;  zc3=-20;  phic3=0;  kappac3=0;   omegac3=90; 
phic3=phic3*(pi/180);  kappac3=kappac3*(pi/180); 
omegac3=omegac3*(pi/180);  cp3=cos(phic3);  sp3=sin(phic3); 
ck3=cos(kappac3);  sk3=sin(kappac3);  co3=cos(omegac3); 
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so3=sin(omegac3); 
y,Find target coords in camera frame 
for j=l:length 
Uci3(j ,l)=(Xistar(j ,D-xc3)*cp3*ck3+(Yistar(j ,l)-yc3)*(sk3*co3+sp3*ck3*so3)+... 
(Zistar(j ,D-zc3)*(sk3*so3-sp3*ck3*co3); 








XDefine postion and attitude of Camera 4 
xc4=14; yc4=20; zc4=0; phic4=0; kappac4=0; omegac4=135; 
phic4=phic4*(pi/180); kappac4=kappac4*Cpi/180); 
omegac4=omegac4*(pi/180); cp4=cos(phic4); sp4=sin(phic4); 
ck4=cos(kappac4); sk4=sin(kappac4); co4=cos(omegac4); 
so4=sin(omegac4); 
XFind target coords in camera frame 
for j=l:length 
Uci4(j,l)=(Xistar(j,l)-xc4)*cp4*ck4+(Yistar(j,l)-yc4)*(sk4*co4+sp4*ck4*so4)+... 
(ZistarCj ,D-zc4)*(sk4*so4-sp4*ck4*co4) ; 








"/.Define postion and attitude of Camera 5 
xc5=14; yc5=0; zc5=0; phic5=0; kappac5=0; omegac5=180; 
phic5=phic5*(pi/i80); kappac5=kappac5*(pi/180); 
omegac5=omegac5*(pi/180); cp5=cos(phic5); sp5=sin(phic5); 
ck5=cos(kappac5); sk5=sin(kappac5); co5=cos(omegac5); 
so5=sin(omegac5); 
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XFind target coords in camera frame 
for j=i:length 










'/.Define postion and attitude of Camera 6 
xc6=14; yc6=-20; zc6=0; phic6=0; kappac6=0; omegac6=225; 
phic6=phic6*(pi/180); kappac6=kappac6*(pi/180); 
omegac6=omegac6*(pi/180); cp6=cos(phic6); sp6=sin(phic6); 
ck6=cos(kappac6); sk6=sin(kappac6); co6=cos(omegac6); 
so6=sin(omegac6); 
'/.Find target coords in camera frame 
for j=l:length 
Uci6(j ,l)=(Xistar(j ,D-xc6)*cp6*ck6+(Yistar(j ,D-yc6)*(sk6*co6+sp6*ck6*so6) + ... 
(Zistar(j,l)-zc6)*(sk6*so6-sp6*ck6*co6); 





uci6(j ,D=uc-f*(Uci6(j ,1)/Wci6(j ,1)) ; 
vci6(j,l)=vc-f*(Vci6(j,1)/Wci6(j,1)); 
end 
yCDefine postion and attitude of Camera 7 
xc7=14; yc7=-20; zc7=-20; phic7=0; kappac7=0; omegac7=270; 
phic7=phic7*(pi/180); kappac7=kappac7*(pi/180); 
omegac7=omegac7*(pi/180); cp7=cos(phic7); sp7=sin(phic7); 
ck7=cos(kappac7); sk7=sin(kappac7); co7=cos(omegac7); 
so7=sin(omegac7); 
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"/.Find target coords in camera frame 
for j=l:length 
Uci7(j ,l)=(Xistar(j ,l)-xc7)*cp7*ck7+(Yistar(j ,D-yc7)*(sk7*co7+sp7*ck7*so7)+... 
(Zistar(j ,D-zc7)*(sk7*so7-sp7*ck7*co7); 








XDefine postion and attitude of Camera 8 
xc8=14; yc8=-20; zc8=-80; phic8=0; kappac8=0; omegac8=315; 
phic8=phic8*(pi/180); kappac8=kappac8*(pi/180); 
omegac8=omegac8*(pi/180); cp8=cos(phic8); sp8=sin(phic8); 
ck8=cos(kappac8); sk8=sin(kappac8); co8=cos(omegac8); 
so8=sin(omegac8); 
XFind target coords in camera frame 
for j=l:length 
Uci8(j ,l)=(Xistar(j ,D-xc8)*cp8*ck8+(Yistar(j ,D-yc8)*(sk8*co8+sp8*ck8*so8)+... 
(Zistar(j,l)-zc8)*(sk8*so8-sp8*ck8*co8); 








zCPlot Camera 1-4 perspective 
figure(3),clf subplot(2,2,1), plot(veil,ucil,'*') grid on 
titleCCamera 1') subplot(2,2,2) , plot(vci2,uci2,'*') grid on 
titleCCamera 2') subplot(2,2,3) , plot(vci3,uci3,'*') grid on 
titleCCamera 3') subplot (2,2,4) , plot(vci4,uci4,'*') grid on 
titleCCamera 4') 
%Plot Camera 5-8 perspective 
A-8 
figure(4),clf subplot(2,2,1), plot(vci5,uci5,'*') grid on 
title('Camera 5') subplot(2,2,2), plot(vci6,uci6,'*') grid on 
titleOCamera 6') subplot (2,2,3) , plot(vci7,uci7,'*') grid on 
titleOCamera 7') subplot(2,2,4) , plot(vci8,uci8,'**) grid on 
title('Camera 8') 
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Appendix B.   Fortran Code 
program fit 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c ***** COPYRIGHT NOTICE ***** c c 
Subroutines in this file are based, in part, on the following c 
subroutines from Numerical Recipes in Fortran, Second Edition, c 
Cambridge University Press: c c    - CHOLDC: Cholesky 
decomposition of pos. def. sym. matrix c    - CHOLSL: Solution of 
associated linear system c    - MRQMIN: Levenberg-Marquardt 
nonlinear parameter optimization c    - MRQCOF: Calculate 
matrices and chi-square for MRQMIN c    - MRQSRT: Rearrangement 
of covariance matrix for MRQCOF c    - GASDEV: Randum number 
generator for Gaussian noise c    - RANI:  Randum number 
generator for uniform noise c c    The following licence 
information and warranty disclaimer apply c    to the use of 
these routines: c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C C   Numerical Recipes Fortran Diskette Documentation v2.0i C C 
License Information and WARRANTY DISCLAIMER C C 
What does your license cover? C C   As the owner of this free 
Numerical Recipes diskette in IBM/PC C   format, you are licensed 
to install the programs on this diskette C   onto a single 
IBM/PC-compatible computer. You are not licensed C   to move the 
files to any other type of computer, nor to use them C   on more 
than a single IBM/PC-compatible computer for each diskette C 
purchased. By installing or using the programs, you acknowledge C 
acceptance of the following DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY: C C 
DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY C       THE PROGRAMS ACCESSED BY THIS 
ROUTINE (AND ON THE ORIGINAL C   DISKETTE) ARE PROVIDED  "AS 
IS"  WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND. C   WE MAKE NO WARRANTIES, 
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, THAT THEY ARE FREE OF C   ERROR,  OR ARE 
CONSISTENT WITH ANY PARTICULAR STANDARD OF C 
MERCHANTABILITY, OR THAT THEY WILL MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR ANY 
C   PARTICULAR APPLICATION. THEY SHOULD NOT BE RELIED ON FOR 
SOLVING C   A PROBLEM WHOSE INCORRECT SOLUTION COULD RESULT IN 
INJURY TO A C   PERSON OR LOSS OF PROPERTY.  IF YOU DO USE THEM 
IN SUCH A MANNER, C   IT IS AT YOUR OWN RISK.  THE AUTHORS AND 
PUBLISHER DISCLAIM ALL C   LIABILITY  FOR DIRECT,  INDIRECT, 
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES C   RESULTING FROM YOUR USE OF THE 
PROGRAMS. C C   Can you redistribute Numerical Recipes in your 
programs? C C   If you want to include Numerical Recipes routines 
in programs that C   are further distributed (either commercially 
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or non-commercially) C   you can obtain permission to do so from 
Numerical Recipes Software. C   If the routines are bound into 
your program executable and are not C   separately visible to or 
useable by your users, there is generally C   no charge, provided 
that (i) advance permission is obtained, and C   (ii) a copyright 
notice like that on this diskette is embedded in C   your program 
executable. Contact Numerical Recipes Software at C   P.O. Box 
243, Cambridge, MA 02238 (USA) [fax 617-863-1739] for C 
details.  In distributing a program containing Numerical Recipes C 
routines, you acknowledge acceptance of the above DISCLAIMER OF C 
WARRANTY, and of the fact that no business relationship is created 
C   between your program's users and Numerical Recipes Software, 
the C   authors of the Numerical Recipes books, or Cambridge 
University C   Press. C C   If you want to distribute software 
that has Numerical Recipes in C   the form of source code or 
individually callable object modules, C   then you must contact 
Numerical Recipes Software for further C   information. A fee 
(per Recipe) is charged, and we normally limit C   the total 
number of Recipes distributed to 20. C C   Licenses for other 
types of computers C C   License information for other types of 
computers (including UNIX C   workstations and servers, and 
multiple-user mainframes) is C   available from Numerical Recipes 
Software (press F9 for address). C C   For educational and 
noncommercial users, we offer two C   "streamlined'' procedures: 
C C Educational License for Single-Screen Workstation 
C C   If you are affiliated with an educational or not-for-profit 
C   research institution that is connected to the Internet, you 
may C   license the programs for use on a single workstation (one 
C   screen) as follows: Mail your name, address, and email 
address; C   your workstation's hostname, internet address, brand 
and model C   number; and a $50 one-time license fee (must 
accompany order) C   to Numerical Recipes Software, at the 
address below (press F9). C   Be sure to specify the language you 
want (FORTRAN or C). You will C   receive, by return mail or 
email, instructions for downloading the C   programs 
electronically. Upon payment of the fee you may also, if C   you 
desire, upload the contents of this diskette (after unpacking C 
the files with the NRCOPY program) to your workstation. C C 
Right-to-Copy License for Courses C C   Instructors at accredited 
educational institutions who have C   adopted Numerical Recipes 
for a course, and who already own a C   diskette, may license the 
programs for use in that course as C   follows: Mail your name, 
title, and address; the course name, C   number, dates, and 
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estimated enrollment; and advance payment of C   $5 per 
(estimated) student to Numerical Recipes Software, at the C 
address below (F9). You will receive by return mail a license C 
authorizing you to make copies of your diskette for use by your C 
students, and/or to transfer the programs to a machine C 
accessible to your students (but only for the duration of the C 
course). C C How to contact Numerical Recipes Software 
C C   Our address is: Numerical Recipes Software C 
P.O. Box 243 C Cambridge, MA 02238 (USA) C C 
Our fax number is: 617-863-1739. C C   Sorry, we do not take 
telephone calls other than fax. C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
! Variables associated with target points (corners of cube): 















real Xmax(5000) ! Distance from midline to leading edge 
! Wing frame displacement from model frame 
real DDX.DDY 
! Chord length of wing 
real Ymax,xmid,div,TA,w,tip,xf,yf,xtip,ytip 













c... Degrees/radians conversion: 
raddeg = atan(l.)/45. 
c... Assume target points on corners of cube: !     data x 
/12.,12.,0.,0.,12.,i2.,0.,0./ !     data y 


























write (3,300) x(I) ,y(D ,z(I) 
enddo 
DO 1=1,nmax 
write (3,300) xUU) ,yU(I) ,zU(I) 
enddo 
c.... Calculate angle of twist axis, given undeformed coords 
! This assumes that the origin of the wing frame is centered 
! at the point of attachment of the fuselage 
xmid = 0. 
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div = 0. 
do i=l,nmax 
w = yU(i)-DDY 
tip = yU(nmax)-DDY 
if (w.EQ.tip) then 
xmid = xmid + xU(i)-DDX 
div = div + 1 
endif 
enddo 
xmid = xmid/div 
TA = atan(xmid/Ymax) 












c... Specify the camera parameters: 
uc = 512.  ! pixels 
vc = 512.  ! pixels 
fc = 1000. ! pixels 
xc = 14. 
yc = 0. 
zc = -40. 
phic =0.   ! degrees 
kappac =0.   ! degrees 
omegac =0. ! degrees 
xc2 = 14. 
yc2 = 20. 
zc2 = -40. 
phic2 =0.   ! degrees 
kappac2 =0.   ! degrees 
omegac2 = -45. ! degrees 
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xc3 = 14. 
yc3 = 20. 
zc3 = -20. 
phic3 =0.   ! degrees 
kappac3 =0.   ! degrees 
omegac3 = -90. ! degrees 
xc4 = 14. 
yc4 = 20. 
zc4 = 0. 
phic4 =0.   ! degrees 
kappac4 =0.   ! degrees 
omegac4 = -135. ! degrees 
c... Convert angles to radians: 
phic = phic*raddeg 
kappac = kappac*raddeg 
omegac = omegac*raddeg 
phic2 = phic2*raddeg 
kappac2 = kappac2*raddeg 
omegac2 = omegac2*raddeg 
phic3 = phic3*raddeg 
kappac3 = kappac3*raddeg 
omegac3 = omegac3*raddeg 
phic4 = phic4*raddeg 
kappac4 = kappac4*raddeg 
omegac4 = omegac4*raddeg 
c... Calculate the camera orientation matrices: 
call setmatrix (phic,kappac,omegac, 
* uxc,uyc,uzc,vxc,vyc,vzc,wxc,wyc,wzc) 
call setmatrix (phic2,kappac2,omegac2, 
* Uxc2,uyc2,uzc2,vxc2,vyc2,vzc2,wxc2,wyc2,wzc2) 
call setmatrix (phic3,kappac3,omegac3, 
* Uxc3,uyc3,uzc3,vxc3,vyc3,vzc3,wxc3,wyc3,wzc3) 
call setmatrix (phic4,kappac4,omegac4, 
* Uxc4,uyc4,uzc4,vxc4,vyc4,vzc4,wxc4,wyc4,wzc4) 
c... Specify position and attitude of test article: 
dxk = 5 
dyk = 0 
dzk = -20 
B-6 
alphak = 15.*raddeg 
betak = 10.*raddeg 
phik = 5.*raddeg 
c... Calculate tunnel coordinates of targets: 
call setmatrix (alphak.betak.phik, 
*  rll,rl2,rl3,r21,r22,r23,r3i,r32,r33) 
do i = 1, nmax 
xt(i) = dxk + rll*x(i) + rl2*y(i) + rl3*z(i) 
yt(i) = dyk + r21*x(i) + r22*y(i) + r23*z(i) 
zt(i) = dzk + r31*x(i) + r32*y(i) + r33*z(i) 
enddo 
c... Specify noise level on image coordinates: 
spread = .00001 ! pixel 
idum = -911 ! initialie seed for random number generator 
c.... Calculate corresponding image coordinates: 
open(l,FILE=,fit.out')STATUS='UNKNOWN') 
write(1,*) 
write(1,*) "... Synthetic input data including noise:' 
write(1,*) 
writeCl,*) 'Camera 1:' 
write(l,"(a)") '  i    u(i)    v(i)' 
do i * 1, nmax 
uki = uxc*(xt(i)-xc) + uyc*(yt(i)-yc) + uzc*(zt(i)-zc) 
vki = vxc*(xt(i)-xc) + vyc*(yt(i)-yc) + vzc*(zt(i)-zc) 
wki = wxc*(xt(i)-xc) + wyc*(yt(i)-yc) + wzc*(zt(i)-zc) 
c       write(*,*) uki.vki.wki 
u(i) = uc - fc*uki/wki + spread*gasdev(idum) 
v(i) = vc - fc*vki/wki + spread*gasdev(idum) 
write(l,"(i4,2f9.3)") i, u(i), v(i) 
enddo 
write(1,*) 
write(1,*) 'Camera 2:' 
write(l,"(a)") '  i    u(i)    v(i)' 
do i = 1, nmax 
uki2 = uxc2*(xt(i)-xc2) + uyc2*(yt(i)-yc2) + uzc2*(zt(i)-zc2) 
vki2 = vxc2*(xt(i)-xc2) + vyc2*(yt(i)-yc2) + vzc2*(zt(i)-zc2) 
wki2 = wxc2*(xt(i)-xc2) + wyc2*(yt(i)-yc2) + wzc2*(zt(i)-zc2) 
u2(i) = uc - fc*uki2/wki2 + spread*gasdev(idum) 
v2(i) = vc - fc*vki2/wki2 + spread*gasdev(idum) 




writeCl,*) 'Camera 3:' 
write(l,"(a)") '  i    u(i)    v(i)* 
do i = 1, nmax 
uki3 = uxc3*(xt(i)-xc3) + uyc3*(yt(i)-yc3) + uzc3*(zt(i)-zc3) 
vki3 = vxc3*(xt(i)-xc3) + vyc3*(yt(i)-yc3) + vzc3*(zt(i)-zc3) 
wki3 = wxc3*(xt(i)-xc3) + wyc3*(yt(i)-yc3) + wzc3*(zt(i)-zc3) 
u3(i) = uc - fc*uki3/wki3 + spfead*gasdev(idum) 
v3(i) = vc - fc*vki3/wki3 + spread*gasdev(idum) 
write(l,"(i4,2f9.3)") i, u3(i), v3(i) 
enddo 
write(1,*) 
write(l,*) 'Camera 4:' 
write(1,"(a)") '  i    u(i)    v(i)' 
do i = 1, nmax 
uki4 = uxc4*(xt(i)-xc4) + uyc4*(yt(i)-yc4) + uzc4*(zt(i)-zc4) 
vki4 = vxc4*(xt(i)-xc4) + vyc4*(yt(i)-yc4) + vzc4*(zt(i)-zc4) 
wki4 = wxc4*(xt(i)-xc4) + wyc4*(yt(i)-yc4) + wzc4*(zt(i)-zc4) 
u4(i) = uc - fc*uki4/wki4 + spread*gasdev(idum) 
v4(i) = vc - fc*vki4/wki4 + spread*gasdev(idum) 
write(l,"(i4,2f9.3)") i, u4(i), v4(i) 
enddo 
c  Initialize the least-squares fit: 
do ipar = 1, npar 
posatt(ipar) =0. ! initial guess for posfcatt values 
enddo 
c.... Estimate the noise level (in this case known exactly): 
sigma = spread 
c... Perform the fit: 
call pafit (nmax,x,y,z,xU)yU,zU,u,v,u2)v2,u3,v3,u4,v4, 
»sigma.posatt.fitrms.rmspix.TA.Xmax.Ymax.DDX.DDY) 
c... Report results: 
write(1,*) 
write(1,*) '... Final results of LM fit: ' 
write(l,"(lx,a)") 
* ' FIT    EXACT    ERROR   PRECISION' 
write(i,"(lx,a,4fl0.5)") 'DeltaX_k:', 
* posatt(l), dxk, posatt(i)-dxk, fitrms(i) 
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write(l,"(ix,a,4fl0.5)") 'DeltaY.k:', 
* posatt(2), dyk, posatt(2)-dyk, fitrms(2) 
write(l,"(lx,a,4fl0.5)") 'DeltaZ.k:•, 
* posatt(3), dzk, posatt(3)-dzk, fitrms(3) 
write(l,"Clx,a,4fl0.5)") •  Alpha.k:', 
* posatt(4)/raddeg, alphak/raddeg, (posatt(4)-alphak)/raddeg, 
* fitrms(4)/raddeg 
write(l,"(lx,a,4il0.5)") ' Beta.k:', 
* posatt(5)/raddeg, betak/raddeg, (posatt(5)-betak)/raddeg, 
* fitrms(5)/raddeg 
write(l,"(lx,a,4fl0.5)") '  Phi.k:', 
* posatt(6)/raddeg, phik/raddeg, (posatt(6)-phik)/raddeg, 
* fitrms(6)/raddeg 
write(l,"(lx,a,4fl0.5)") '     BC:', 
* posatt(7), be, posatt(7)-bc, fitrms(7) 
write(l,"(lx,a,4fi0.5)") '     TC:', 
* posatt(8), tc, posatt(8)-tc, fitrms(8) 
c... Compare calculated and actual noise: 
write (1,*) 
write(1,*) '... Compare calculated and actual noise amplitude: ' 
wrlte(l,"(lx,a)") 'CALCULATED   ACTUAL' 












! From Ruyten, Appendix B, Eq.(B-l) 
subroutine setmatrix (alpha,beta,phi, 
* rll,rl2,rl3,r21,r22,r23,r3i,r32,r33) 
ca = cos(alpha) 
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sa = sin(alpha) 
cb = cos (beta) 
sb = sin(beta) 
cp = cos(phi) 
sp = sin(phi) 
sasp = sa*sp 
sacp = sa*cp 
rll = ca*cb 
rl2 = sb*cp + sasp*cb 
rl3 = -sb*sp + sacp*cb 
r21 = -ca*sb 
r22 = cb*cp - sasp*sb 
r23 = -cb*sp - sacp*sb 
r31 = -sa 
r32 = ca*sp 
r33 = ca*cp 
end 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 





real coef(npar),covar (npar,npar),alfa(npar,npar) 
integer ifit(npar) 
c... Convergence criteria for LM optimization: 
dcmin =0.01 
nconv = 4 
c... Initialize parameters: 
do ipar = 1, npar 
coef(ipar) = posatt(ipar) 
ifit(ipar) = 0 
enddo 
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c  Initialize Levenberg-Marquardt: 
alambda = -1. 
call mrqminl (nmax,x,y,z,xU,yU,zU,u,v,u2,v2,u3,v3,u4,v4, 
»signa,coef,ifit,covar.alfa,npar,chisq,alambda,nfree.TA.Xmax, 
♦Ymax.DDX.DDY) 
c  Iterate Levenberg-Marquardt to convergence: 
ktot = 1 
knew = 0 
write(1,*) 
write(l,*) '... Progress of LM fit:' 
write(1,*) 'ITER      CHISQ     RMSPIX     LAMBDA' 
do while (knew.lt.nconv) 
rmspix = sigma * sqrt(chisq/float(nmax)) 
write(l,"Ci5,ip,9el2.3)") ktot, chisq, rmspix, alambda 
ktot = ktot + 1 
ochisq = chisq 
call mrqminl (nmax,x,y,z,xU,yU,zU,u,v,u2,v2,u3,v3,u4,v4, 
* sigma,coef,ifit,covar.alfa,npar,chisq,alambda,nfree.TA.Xmax, 
* Ymax.DDX.DDY) 
if (chisq.gt.ochisq) then 
knew = 0 
elseif (abs(ochisq-chisq).lt.dcmin) then 
knew = knew + 1 
endif 
enddo 
c... Transfer parameters back to posatt: 
do ipar = 1, npar 
posatt(ipar) = coef(ipar) 
enddo 
c... Calculate precision: 
alambda = 0. 
call mrqminl (nmax,x,y,z,xU,yU,zU,u,v,u2,v2,u3,v3,u4,v4, 
* sigma,coef,ifit,covar,alfa,npar,chisq,alambda,nfree,TA,Xmax, 
* Ymax.DDX.DDY) 
sigsca = sqrt(chisq/float(nfree)) 
do ipar = 1, npar 





c c    Substantial modifications have been made to the routines c 
HRQMIN, MRQCOF, and MRQSRT: c c    1. Replaced 
x(*),y(»),sig(»).ndata in calling sequence c      with alternate 
pass-through argument lists c    2. Using scalar sigma instead of 
vector, c    3. Replaced ma and nca in argument lists with npar. 
c    4. Returning number of degrees of freedom: nfree. c    5. 
Removed external reference to funcs. c    6. Replaced gaussj with 
choldc, cholsl. c    7. Replaced covsrt with makecovar: See 
makecovar. c    8. Changed from y=y(xi,a) to u=u(i,a) + v=v(i,a). 
c    9. Calling functions mrqfun: initial call to set parameters. 
c    10. Changed ia=0 to signify fitting parameter, c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c    Adaptation of Numerical Recipes "covsrt". Based on 
Cholesky c    decomposition of covar: adapted calculation of L~-l 
from c    Num. Rec. p91. Results checked against gaussj —> OK. c 
subroutine makecovar (covar,alpha,pivot,ifix,maxpar,npar,mfit) 
real covar(maxpar.maxpar),alpha(maxpar.maxpar),pivot(*) 
integer ifix(*) 
! Determine L~-l according to Num. Rec. p91: 
do i = 1, mfit 
covar(i,i) = l./pivot(i) 
do j = i+1, mfit 
sum = 0. 
do k = i, j-1 
sum = sum - covar(j,k)»covar(k,i) 
enddo 
covar(j,i) = sum/pivot(j) 
enddo 
enddo 
! Form covar = (L--1)~T (L--1)' 
do i = 1, mfit 
do j = i, mfit 
sum = 0. 
do k = max(i,j), mfit 
sum =  sum + covar(k,i)»covar(k,j) 
enddo 
alpha(i.j) = sum 




! Set remainder of matrix to zero: 
do i = mfit+1, npar 
do j - 1, i 
alpha(i.j) = 0. 
alpha(j.i) = 0. 
enddo 
enddo 
! Copy from alpha to covar: 
do i = 1, npar 
do j = 1, npar 




k = mfit 
do j = npar, 1, -1 
if (ifix(j).eq.O) then 
do 1 = 1, npar 
swap = covar(i,k) 
covar(i.k) = covar(i.j) 
covar(i,j) = svap 
enddo 
do i = 1, npar 
swap = covar(k,i) 
covar(k.i) = covar(j,i) 
covar(j,i) = swap 
enddo 














REAL atry(MMAX),beta(MMAX),da(MMAX), pivot(MMAX) 
SAVE ochisq,atry,beta,da,mfit 
if (npar.gt.MMAX) stop '*** mrqminl: npar.gt.MMAX ***' 
if (alambda.lt.O.) then 
mfit = 0 
do j =1, npar 
if (ifix(j).eq.O) mfit = mfit + 1 
enddo 
alambda = 0.001 
call mrqcofl (nmax,x,y,z,xU,yU,zU,u,v,u2,v2,u3,v3,u4,v4, 
* sigma,a,ifix,alpha,beta,npar,chisq,nfree,TA,Xmax,Ymax,DDX,DDY) 
ochisq = chisq 
do j = 1, npar 
atry(j) = a(j) 
enddo 
endif 
j = 0 
do 1 = 1, npar 
if (ifix(l).eq.O) then 
J - J + 1 
k = 0 
do i = 1, npar 
if (ifix(m).eq.O) then 
k = k + 1 
covar(j,k) = alpha(j.k) 
endif 
enddo 
covar(j,j) = alpha(j,j)*(l.+alambda) 








call choldc (covar,mfit.npar,pivot,ierr) 
! Compute covariance matrix (was: "covsrt"): 
if (alambda.eq.O.) then 
call makecovar (covar,alpha,pivot,ifix,npar,npar,mfit) 
return 
endif 
! Proceed with solution of linear system: 
call cholsl (covar,mfit.npar,pivot,da,da) 
j = 0 
do 1 = 1, npar 
if (ifix(l).eq.O) then 
j - j + 1 
atry(l) = a(l) + da(j) 
endif 
enddo 
call mrqcofl (nmax,x,y,z,xU,yU,zU,u,v,u2,v2,u3,v3,u4,v4, 
*  sigma,atry,ifix,covar,da,npar,chisq,nfree,TA,Xmax,Ymax,DDX,DDY) 
if (chisq.lt.ochisq) then 
alambda = 0.1*alambda 
ochisq = chisq 
i = o 
do 1 = 1, npar 
if (ifix(l).eq.O) then 
J - J + 1 
k = 0 
do m = 1, npar 
if (ifix(m).eq.O) then 
k = k + 1 
alpha(j.k) = covar(j,k) 
endif 
enddo 
beta(j) = da(j) 





alambda = 10.»alambda 
chisq = ochisq 
endif 
END 
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ~-259u.. c 
Modified by W. M. Ruyten 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
SUBROUTINE mrqcofl (nmax,x,y,z,xU,yU,zU,u,v,u2,v2,u3,v3>u4)v4, 








if  (npar.gt.MMAX)  stop  '*** mrqcofl:  npar.gt.MMAX ***' 
c... Initialize arrays: 
mfit = 0 
do j = 1, npar 
if (ifix(j).eq.O) mfit = mfit + 1 
enddo 
do j = 1, mfit 
do k = 1, j 
alpha(j.k) = 0. 
enddo 
beta(j) = 0. 
enddo 
c... Initialize rotation matrix and derivative: 
i = 0 
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call mrqfunl (i,x,y,z,xU)yU,zU,a,upred,upred2,vpred,vpred2) 
*upred3,upred4,vpred3,vpred4,duda,duda2,duda3,duda4,dvda, 
*dvda2,dvda3,dvda4,TA,Xmax,Ymax,DDX,DDY) 
.. Build alpha and beta by summing over all points: 
chisq = 0. 
do i = 1, nmax 
call mrqfunl (i,x,y,z,xU,yU)zU)a,upred)upred2,vpred,vpred2) 
*upred3,upred4,vpred3,vpred4,duda,duda2,duda3,duda4,dvda, 
*dvda2,dvda3,dvda4,TA,Xmax,Ymax,DDX,DDY) 
du = u(i) - upred 
dv = v(i) - vpred 
du2 = u2(i) - upred2 
dv2 = v2(i) - vpred2 
du3 = u3(i) - upred3 
dv3 = v3(i) - vpred3 
du4 = u4(i) - upred4 
dv4 = v4(i) - vpred4 
j - 0 
do 1 -  1, npar 
if (ifix(l).eq.O) then 
j = j + 1 
Btu = duda(l) 
wtv = dvda(l) 
wtu2 = duda2(l) 
wtv2 = dvda2(l) 
wtu3 = duda3(l) 
utv3 = dvda3(l) 
wtu4 = duda4(l) 
wtv4 = dvda4(l) 
k = 0 
do m = 1, 1 
if  (ifix(m).eq.O) then 
k = k + 1 
alpha(j,k) = alpha(j,k) 
* + wtu*duda(m)      + wtv*dvda(m) 
* + wtu2*duda2(m) + wtv2*dvda2(m) 
* + wtu3*duda3(m) + wtv3*dvda3(m) 




beta(j) - beta(j) + du*wtu + dv*wtv 
* + du2*wtu2 + dv2*wtv2 
* + du3*wtu3 + dv3*wtv3 
* + du4*wtu4 + dv4*wtv4 
andif 
enddo 
chisq = chisq + du*du + dv*dv + du2*du2 + dv2*dv2 
* + du3*du3 + dv3*dv3 + du4*du4 + dv4*dv4 
enddo 
c.... Perform scaling by sigma: 
sig2i = l./(sigma*sigma) 
do j = 1, mfit 
do k = 1, j 
alpha(j,k) = alpha(j,k)*sig2i 
enddo 
beta(j) = beta(j)*sig2i 
enddo 
chisq = chisq*sig2i 
c... Fill out matrix: 
do j =2, mfit 
do k = 1, j-1 
alpha(k,j) = alphaCj,k) 
enddo 
enddo 
c... Determine number of degrees of freedom: 
nfree = 2*nmax - mfit 
END 
C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ~-259u.. c 
Modified by W. M. Ruyten 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 





REAL coef(*), duda(*),dvda(*),duda2(*),dvda2(*) 
REAL duda3(*),dvda3(*),duda4(*),dvda4(*) 
save dx.dy.dz, rll,rl2,rl3,r21,r22,r23,r31,r32,r33, sb.cb 
! Camera common block copied from top of program 





c... Calculate trig factors only on initial call: 
if (i.gt.O) goto 10 
dx = coef (1) 
dy = coef(2) 
dz = coef(3) 
alpha = coef(4) 
beta = coef(5) 
phi = coef(6) 
BC = coef(7) 
TC = coef(8) 
ca = cos(alpha) 
sa = sin(alpha) 
cb = cos(beta) 
sb = sin(beta) 
cp = cos(phi) 
sp = sin(phi) 
sasp = sa*sp 
sacp = sa*cp 
rll = ca*cb 
rl2 = sb*cp + sasp*cb 
rl3 = -sb*sp + sacp*cb 
r21 = -ca*sb 
r22 = cb*cp - sasp*sb 
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r23 = -cb*sp - sacp*sb 
r31 = -sa 
r32 = ca*sp 
r33 = ca*cp 
return 
.. Perform actual calculation: 10   xi = xU(i) 
yi = yU(i) 
zi = zU(i) 
xtw = (xU(i)-DDX)*cos(TA) - (yU(i)-DDY)*sin(TA) 
ytw = (xU(i)-DDX)*sin(TA) + (yU(i)-DDY)*cos(TA) 
maxX = Xmax(i) 
! Tunnel coordinates of targets: 
xt = dx + rll*xi + rl2*yi + rl3*((-BC)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)* 
* ((yi-DDY)/Ymax)+TC*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX)) 
yt = dy + r21*xi + r22*yi + r23* ((-BO* ((yi-DDY)/Ymax)* 
* ((yi-DDY)/Ymax)+TC*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX)) 
zt = dz + r31*xi + r32*yi + r33*((-BC)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)* 
* ((yi-DDY)/Ymax)+TC*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX)) 
! Implied image coordinates: 




vki = vxc*(xt-xc) + vyc*(yt-yc) + vzc*(zt-zc) 
wki = wxc*(xt-xc) + wyc*(yt-yc) + wzc*(zt-zc) 
upred = uc - fc*uki/wki 
vpred = vc - fc*vki/wki 
uki2 = uxc2*(xt-xc2) + uyc2*(yt-yc2) + uzc2*(zt-zc2) 
vki2 = vxc2*(xt-xc2) + vyc2*(yt-yc2) + vzc2*(zt-zc2) 
wki2 = wxc2*(xt-xc2) + wyc2*(yt-yc2) + wzc2*(zt-zc2) 
upred2 = uc - fc*uki2/wki2 
vpred2 = vc - fc*vki2/wki2 
uki3 = uxc3*(xt-xc3) + uyc3*(yt-yc3) + uzc3*(zt-zc3) 
vki3 = vxc3*(xt-xc3) + vyc3*(yt-yc3) + vzc3*(zt-zc3) 
wki3 = wxc3*(xt-xc3) + wyc3*(yt-yc3) + wzc3*(zt-zc3) 
upred3 = uc - fc*uki3/wki3 
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vpred3 = vc - fc*vki3/wki3 
uki4 = uxc4*(xt-xc4) + uyc4*(yt-yc4) + uzc4*(zt-zc4) 
vki4 = vxc4*(xt-xc4) + vyc4*(yt-yc4) + vzc4*(zt-zc4) 
wki4 = wxc4*(xt-xc4) + wyc4*(yt-yc4) + wzc4*(zt-zc4) 
upred4 = uc - fc*uki4/wki4 
vpred4 = vc - fc*vki4/wki4 
.. Calculate partial derivatives w.r.t. fit parameters: 
! Use trick for derivatives w.r.t. alpha.k: 
! (dR/dalpha_k)*(R"T) = (0,0,cb, 0,0,-sb, -cb.sb.O) 
!  Start with tunnel coordinates: 
dxtl = 1. 
dxt2 = 0. 
dxt3 = 0. 
dxt4 = cb*(zt-dz) 
dxt5 = (yt-dy) 
dxt6 = rl3*yi - r12*((-BC)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)+ 
* TC*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX)) 
dxt7 = -rl3*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax) 
dxt8 = rl3*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX) 
dytl = 0. 
dyt2 = 1. 
dyt3 = 0. 
dyt4 = -sb*(zt-dz) 
dyt5 » -(xt-dx) 
dyt6 = r23*yi - r22*((-BC)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)+ 
* TC*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX)) 
dyt7 = -r23*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax) 
dyt8 = r23*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX) 
dztl = 0. 
dzt2 = 0. 
dzt3 = 1. 
dzt4 = -cb*(xt-dx) + sb*(yt-dy) 
dzt5 = 0. 
dzt6 = r33*yi - r32*((-BO*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax) + 
* TC*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX)) 
dzt7 = -r33*((yi-DDY)/Ymax)*((yi-DDY)/Ymax) 
dzt8 = r33*(ytw/Ymax)*(xtw/maxX) 
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! Continue by chain rule with U,V,W product terms: 
dukila = uxc*dxtl + uyc*dytl + uzc*dztl 
duki2a = uxc*dxt2 + uyc*dyt2 + uzc*dzt2 
duki3a = uxc*dxt3 + uyc*dyt3 + uzc*dzt3 
duki4a = uxc*dxt4 + uyc*dyt4 + uzc*dzt4 
duki5a = uxc*dxtg + uyc*dyt5 + uzc*dzt5 
duki6a = uxc*dxt6 + uyc*dyt6 + uzc*dzt6 
duki7a = uxc*dxt7 + uyc*dyt7 + uzc*dzt7 
duki8a = uxc*dxt8 + uyc*dyt8 + uzc*dzt8 
dvkila = vxc*dxtl + vyc*dytl + vzc*dztl 
dvki2a = vxc*dxt2 + vyc*dyt2 + vzc*dzt2 
dvki3a = vxc*dxt3 + vyc*dyt3 + vzc*dzt3 
dvki4a = vxc*dxt4 + vyc*dyt4 + vzc*dzt4 
dvki5a = vxc*dxt5 + vyc*dyt5 + vzc*dzt5 
dvki6a = vxc*dxt6 + vyc*dyt6 + vzc*dzt6 
dvki7a = vxc*dxt7 + vyc*dyt7 + vzc*dzt7 
dvki8a = vxc*dxt8 + vyc*dyt8 + vzc*dzt8 
dvkila = wxc*dxtl + uyc*dytl + wzc*dztl 
dwki2a = wxc*dxt2 + wyc*dyt2 + wzc*dzt2 
dvki3a = vxc*dxt3 + wyc*dyt3 + wzc*dzt3 
dwki4a = wxc*dxt4 + wyc*dyt4 + wzc*dzt4 
dwki5a = wxc*dxt5 + vyc*dyt5 + wzc*dzt5 
dwki6a = wxc*dxt6 + wyc*dyt6 + wzc*dzt6 
dwki7a = wxc*dxt7 + wyc*dyt7 + wzc*dzt7 
dwki8a = wxc*dxt8 + wyc*dyt8 + wzc*dzt8 
dukilb = uxc2*dxtl *■ uyc2*dytl + uzc2*dzti 
duki2b = uxc2*dxt2 +■ uyc2*dyt2 + uzc2*dzt2 
duki3b = uxc2*dxt3 *■  uyc2*dyt3 + uzc2*dzt3 
duki4b = uxc2*dxt4 +■ uyc2*dyt4 + uzc2*dzt4 
duki5b = uxc2*dxt5 + uyc2*dyt5 + uzc2*dzt5 
duki6b = uxc2*dxt6 + uyc2*dyt6 + uzc2*dzt6 
duki7b = uxc2*dxt7 + uyc2*dyt7 + uzc2*dzt7 
duki8b = uxc2*dxt8 *  uyc2*dyt8 + uzc2*dzt8 
dvkilb = vxc2*dxtl +■ vyc2*dytl + vzc2*dztl 
dvki2b = vxc2*dxt2 + vyc2*dyt2 + vzc2*dzt2 
dvki3b = vxc2*dxt3 + vyc2*dyt3 + vzc2*dzt3 
dvki4b = vxc2*dxt4 +• vyc2*dyt4 + vzc2*dzt4 
dvki5b vxc2*dxt5 + vyc2*dyt5 + vzc2*dzt5 
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dvki6b = vxc2*dxt6 + vyc2*dyt6 + vzc2*dzt6 
dvkiTb = vxc2*dxt7 + vyc2*dyt7 + vzc2*dzt7 
dvki8b = vxc2*dxt8 + vyc2*dyt8 + vzc2*dzt8 
dwkilb = wxc2*dxtl + wyc2*dytl + wzc2*dztl 
duki2b = wxc2*dxt2 + wyc2*dyt2 + wzc2*dzt2 
dwki3b = wxc2*dxt3 + wyc2*dyt3 + wzc2*dzt3 
dwki4b = vxc2*dxt4 + wyc2*dyt4 + wzc2*dzt4 
dwki5b = «xc2*dxt5 + wyc2*dyt5 + vzc2*dzt5 
dwki6b = «xc2*dxt6 + wyc2*dyt6 + wzc2*dzt6 
dwki7b = wxc2*dxt7 + wyc2*dyt7 + wzc2*dzt7 
dwki8b = wcc2*dxt8 + wyc2*dyt8 + wzc2*dzt8 
dukilc = uxc3*dxtl + uyc3*dytl + uzc3*dztl 
duki2c = uxc3*dxt2 + uyc3*dyt2 + uzc3*dzt2 
duki3c = uxc3*dxt3 + uyc3*dyt3 + uzc3*dzt3 
duki4c = uxc3*dxt4 + uyc3*dyt4 + uzc3*dzt4 
duki5c » uxc3*dxt5 + uyc3*dyt5 + uzc3*dzt5 
duki6c = uxc3*dxt6 + uyc3*dyt6 + uzc3*dzt6 
duki7c = uxc3*dxt7 + uyc3*dyt7 + uzc3*dzt7 
duki8c = uxc3*dxt8 + uyc3*dyt8 + uzc3*dzt8 
dvkilc = vxc3*dxtl + vyc3*dytl + vzc3*dztl 
dvki2c = vxc3*dxt2 + vyc3*dyt2 + vzc3*dzt2 
dvki3c = vxc3*dxt3 + vyc3*dyt3 + vzc3*dzt3 
dvki4c = vxc3*dxt4 + vyc3*dyt4 + vzc3*dzt4 
dvki5c = vxc3*dxt5 + vyc3*dyt5 + vzc3*dzt5 
dvki6c = vxc3*dxt6 + vyc3*dyt6 + vzc3*dzt6 
dvki7c = vxc3*dxt7 + vyc3*dyt7 + vzc3*dzt7 
dvki8c = vxc3*dxt8 + vyc3*dyt8 + vzc3*dzt8 
dwkilc = wxc3*dxtl + wyc3*dytl + wzc3*dztl 
dwki2c = wxc3*dxt2 + wyc3*dyt2 + wzc3*dzt2 
dwki3c = wxc3*dxt3 + wyc3*dyt3 + wzc3*dzt3 
dwki4c = wxc3*dxt4 + wyc3*dyt4 + wzc3*dzt4 
dwki5c = vxc3*dxt5 + »yc3*dyt5 + wzc3*dzt5 
dwki6c = «xc3*dxt6 + wyc3*dyt6 + wzc3*dzt6 
dwki7c = wxc3*dxt7 + wyc3*dyt7 + vzc3*dzt7 
dwki8c = Hxc3*dxt8 + wyc3*dyt8 + wzc3*dzt8 
dukild = uxc4*dxtl + uyc4*dytl + uzc4*dztl 
duki2d = uxc4*dxt2 + uyc4*dyt2 + uzc4*dzt2 
duki3d = uxc4*dxt3 + uyc4*dyt3 + uzc4*dzt3 
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duki4d = uxc4*dxt4 + uyc4*dyt4 + uzc4*dzt4 
duki5d = uxc4*dxt5 + uyc4*dyt5 + uzc4*dzt5 
duki6d = uxc4*dxt6 + uyc4*dyt6 + uzc4*dzt6 
duki7d = uxc4*dxt7 + uyc4*dyt7 + uzc4*dzt7 
duki8d = uxc4*dxt8 + uyc4*dyt8 + uzc4*dzt8 
dvkild = vxc4*dxtl + vyc4*dytl + vzc4*dztl 
dvki2d = vxc4*dxt2 + vyc4*dyt2 + vzc4*dzt2 
dvki3d = vxc4*dxt3 + vyc4*dyt3 + vzc4*dzt3 
dvki4d = vxc4*dxt4 + vyc4*dyt4 + vzc4*dzt4 
dvki5d = vxc4*dxt5 + vyc4*dyt5 + vzc4*dzt5 
dvki6d = vxc4*dxt6 + vyc4*dyt6 + vzc4*dzt6 
dvki7d = vxc4*dxt7 + vyc4*dyt7 + vzc4*dzt7 
dvki8d = vxc4*dxt8 + vyc4*dyt8 + vzc4*dzt8 
dwkild = wxc4*dxtl + wyc4*dyti + wzc4*dztl 
dwki2d = wxc4*dxt2 + wyc4*dyt2 + wzc4*dzt2 
dwki3d = vxc4*dxt3 + wyc4*dyt3 + wzc4*dzt3 
dwki4d = wxc4*dxt4 + wyc4*dyt4 + wzc4*dzt4 
dwki5d = wxc4*dxt5 + wyc4*dyt5 + wzc4*dzt5 
dwki6d = Hxc4*dxt6 + wyc4*dyt6 + wzc4*dzt6 
dwki7d = wxc4*dxt7 + wyc4*dyt7 + wzc4*dzt7 
dwki8d = «xc4*dxt8 + wyc4*dyt8 + wzc4*dzt8 
! Finish with image coordinates themselves: 
facl = -fc/wki 
fac2 » fc*uki/wki**2 
duda(l) = facl*dukiia + fac2*dwkila 
duda(2) = facl*duki2a + fac2*dwki2a 
duda(3) = facl*duki3a + fac2*dwki3a 
duda(4) = facl*duki4a + fac2*dwki4a 
duda(5) = facl*duki5a + fac2*dwki5a 
duda(6) = facl*duki6a + fac2*dwki6a 
duda(7) = facl*duki7a + fac2*dwki7a 
duda(8) = facl*duki8a + fac2*dwki8a 
fac2 = fc*vki/wki**2 
dvda(l) * facl*dvkiia + fac2*dvkila 
dvda(2) = facl*dvki2a + fac2*dwki2a 
dvda(3) = facl*dvki3a + fac2*dwki3a 
dvda(4) = facl*dvki4a + fac2*dwki4a 
dvda(5) = facl*dvki5a + fac2*dwki5a 
dvda(6) = facl*dvki6a + fac2*dwki6a 
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dvda(7) = facl*dvki7a + fac2*dwki7a 
dvda(8) = facl*dvki8a + fac2*dwki8a 
fac3 = -fc/wki2 
fac4 = fc*uki2/wki2**2 
duda2(l) = fac3*dukiib + fac4*dwkilb 
duda2(2) - fac3*duki2b + fac4*dwki2b 
duda2(3) = fac3*duki3b + fac4*dwki3b 
duda2(4) = fac3*duki4b + fac4*dwki4b 
duda2(5) = fac3*duki5b + fac4*dwki5b 
duda2(6) = fac3*duki6b + fac4*dnki6b 
duda2(7) = fac3*duki7b + fac4*dwki7b 
duda2(8) = fac3*duki8b + fac4*dwki8b 
fac4 = fc*vki2/wki2**2 
dvda2(l) = fac3*dvkilb + fac4*dwkiib 
dvda2(2) = fac3*dvki2b + fac4*dwki2b 
dvda2(3) = fac3*dvki3b + fac4*dwki3b 
dvda2(4) = fac3*dvki4b + fac4*dwki4b 
dvda2(5) = fac3*dvki5b + fac4*dwki5b 
dvda2(6) = fac3*dvki6b + fac4*dwki6b 
dvda2(7) = fac3*dvki7b + fac4*dwki7b 
dvda2(8) = fac3*dvki8b + fac4*dwki8b 
fac5 = -fc/wki3 
fac6 = fc*uki3/wki3**2 
duda3(l)  = fac5*dukilc + fac6*dwkilc 
duda3(2)  = fac5*duki2c + fac6*dwki2c 
duda3(3)  = fac5*duki3c + fac6*dwki3c 
duda3(4)  = fac5*duki4c + fac6*dwki4c 
duda3(5)  = fac5*duki5c + fac6*dwki5c 
duda3(6) = fac5*duki6c + fac6*dwki6c 
duda3(7) = fac5*duki7c + fac6*dwki7c 
duda3(8) = fac5*duki8c + fac6*dwki8c 
fac6 = fc*vkx3/wki3**2 
dvda3(l) = fac5*dvkilc + fac6*dwkilc 
dvda3(2) = fac5*dvki2c + fac6*dwki2c 
dvda3(3) = fac5*dvki3c + fac6*dwki3c 
dvda3(4) = fac5*dvki4c + fac6*dwki4c 
dvda3(5) = fac5*dvki5c + fac6*dwki5c 
dvda3(6) = fac5*dvki6c + fac6*dwki6c 
dvda3(7) = fac5*dvki7c + fac6*dwki7c 
B-25 
dvda3(8) = fac5*dvki8c + fac6*dwki8c 
fac7 = -fc/wki4 
fac8 = fc*uki4/wki2**2 
duda4(l) = fac7*dukild + fac8*dwkild 
duda4(2) = fac7*duki2d + fac8*dwki2d 
duda4(3) = fac7*duki3d + fac8*dwki3d 
duda4(4) = fac7*duki4d + fac8*dwki4d 
duda4(5) = fac7*duki5d + fac8*dwki5d 
duda4(6) = fac7*duki6d + fac8*dwki6d 
duda4(7) = fac7*duki7d + fac8*dwki7d 
duda4(8) = fac7*duki8d + fac8*dwki8d 
fac8 = fc*vki4/wki4**2 
dvda4(l) = fac7*dvkild + fac8*dwkild 
dvda4(2) = fac7*dvki2d + fac8*dwki2d 
dvda4(3) = fac7*dvki3d + fac8*dwki3d 
dvda4(4) = fac7*dvki4d + fac8*dwki4d 
dvda4(5) = fac7*dvki5d + fac8*dwki5d 
dvda4(6) = fac7*dvki6d + fac8*dwki6d 
dvda4(7) = fac7*dvki7d + fac8*dwki7d 











if (iset.eq.O) then 
























DATA iv /NTAB*0/, iy /0/ 
if (idum.le.O.or.iy.eq.O) then 
idum=max(-idum,1) 
do 11 j=NTAB+8,l,-l 
k=idum/IQ 
idum=IA*(idum-k*IQ)-IR*k 
if (idum.It.0) idum=idum+IM 
if (j.le.NTAB) iv(j)=idum 





















do 13 i=l,n 
do 12 j=i,n 
sum=a(i,j) 












12 continue 13   continue 
return 
END 







do 12 i=l,n 
sum=b(i) 
do 11 k=i-l,l,-l 




do 14 i=n,l,-l 
sum=x(i) 








C (C) Copr. 1986-92 Numerical Recipes Software ~-259u.. 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
B-29 
Appendix C,   Data Runs 
C. 1    Runs Varying Number of Data Points 
BC=.7, TC= = .1, XDF=2, YDF=1 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.04862 5.00000 0.04862 0.03647 
DeltaY_k -0.01996 0.00000 -0.01996 0.00680 
DeltaZ.k -19.80795 -20.00000 0.19205 0.13681 
Alpha_k 14.99984 15.00000 -0.00016 0.09458 
Beta.k 9.99999 10.00000 -0.00001 0.04803 
Phi_k -0.70264 5.00000 -5.70264 4.03329 
BC 0.01686 0.70000 -0.68314 0.47691 
TC 0.10088 0.10000 0.00088 0.00578 
BC=.7, TC= = .1, XDF=2, YDF=2 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00349 5.00000 0.00349 0.00876 
DeltaY_k -0.02274 0.00000 -0.02274 0.00825 
DeltaZ.k -19.98313 -20.00000 0.01687 0.02371 
Alpha_k 14.98879 15.00000 -0.01121 0.13638 
Beta.k 9.97992 10.00000 -0.02008 0.07218 
Phi_k 4.52164 5.00000 -0.47836 0.37489 
BC 0.63206 0.70000 -0.06794 0.04131 
TC 0.09930 0.10000 -0.00070 0.00805 
BC=.7, TC= = .1, XDF=3, YDF=3 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k 5.00374 5.00000 0.00374 0.00579 
DeltaY_k -0.02149 0.00000 -0.02149 0.00521 
DeltaZJc -19.98270 -20.00000 0.01730 0.01614 
Alpha.k 14.98958 15.00000 -0.01042 0.09566 
Beta_k 9.97997 10.00000 -0.02003 0.04839 
Phi.k 4.55500 5.00000 -0.44500 0.23367 
BC 0.63709 0.70000 -0.06291 0.02502 
TC 0.09932 0.10000 -0.00068 0.00565 





FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
5.00419 5.00000 0.00419 0.00446 
-0.02088 0.00000 -0.02088 0.00387 
19.98127 -20.00000 0.01873 0.01275 
14.99018 15.00000 -0.00982 0.07570 
C-l 
Beta_k 9.97992 10.00000 -0.02008 0.03721 
Phi_k 4.54965 5.00000 -0.45035 0.17845 
BC 0.63745 0.70000 -0.06255 0.01877 
TC 0.09935 0.10000 -0.00065 0.00446 
BC=.7, TC= ■-.1,  XDF=5, YDF=5 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k 5.00463 5.00000 0.00463 0.00367 
DeltaY.k -0.02054 0.00000 -0.02054 0.00310 
DeltaZ_k -19.97978 -20.00000 0.02022 0.01069 
Alpha.k 14.99060 15.00000 -0.00940 0.06315 
Beta.k 9.97989 10.00000 -0.02011 0.03044 
Phi_k 4.53620 5.00000 -0.46380 0.14722 
BC 0.63671 0.70000 -0.06329 0.01529 
TC 0.09938 0.10000 -0.00062 0.00372 
BC=.7, TC= =.1, XDF=6, YDF=6 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00502 5.00000 0.00502 0.00313 
DeltaY.k -0.02033 0.00000 -0.02033 0.00260 
DeltaZ.k -19.97836 -20.00000 0.02164 0.00927 
Alpha.k 14.99095 15.00000 -0.00905 0.05434 
Beta_k 9.97990 10.00000 -0.02010 0.02582 
Phi_k 4.52055 5.00000 -0.47945 0.12648 
BC 0.63559 0.70000 -0.06441 0.01302 
TC 0.09940 0.10000 -0.00060 0.00320 
BC=.4, TC= = .01, XDF=2, YDF=1 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.02026 5.00000 0.02026 0.01264 
DeltaY_k -0.01066 0.00000 -0.01066 0.00329 
DeltaZ.k -19.91855 -20.00000 0.08145 0.04907 
Alpha.k 15.00007 15.00000 0.00007 0.02811 
Beta.k 10.00007 10.00000 0.00007 0.01437 
Phi_k 2.57657 5.00000 -2.42343 1.44473 
BC 0.11146 0.40000 -0.28854 0.17059 
TC 0.01003 0.01000 0.00003 0.00167 
BC=.4, TC=.01, XDF=2, YDF=2 





5.00064  5.00000  0.00064 0.00305 
-0.00792  0.00000 -0.00792 0.00290 
-19.99675 -20.00000  0.00325 0.00833 
C-2 
Alpha.k:     14.99670 15.00000 -0.00330 0.04744 
Beta.k:      9.99206 10.00000 -0.00794 0.02509 
Phi_k:      4.89159 5.00000 -0.10841 0.13443 
BC:       0.38430 0.40000 -0.01570 0.01491 
TC:      0.00993 0.01000 -0.00007 0.00282 
BC=.4,  TC=.01,  XDF=3, YDF=3 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k:      5.00072 5.00000 0.00072 0.00202 
DeltaY_k:    -0.00743 0.00000 -0.00743 0.00183 
DeltaZ_k:   -19.99668 -20.00000 0.00332 0.00564 
Alpha.k:     14.99698 15.00000 -0.00302 0.03315 
Beta_k:      9.99198 10.00000 -0.00802 0.01675 
Phi.k:      4.90041 5.00000 -0.09959 0.08324 
BC:      0.38556 0.40000 -0.01444 0.00898 
TC:      0.00994 0.01000 -0.00006 0.00197 
BC=.4,  TC=.01,  XDF=4, YDF=4 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k:       5.00084 5.00000 0.00084 0.00156 
DeltaY.k:    -0.00722 0.00000 -0.00722 0.00136 
DeltaZ.k:  -19.99636 -20.00000 0.00364 0.00445 
Alpha.k:     14.99715 15.00000 -0.00285 0.02624 
Beta.k:       9.99185 10.00000 -0.00815 0.01288 
Phi_k:       4.89945 5.00000 -0.10055 0.06357 
BC:       0.38565 0.40000 -0.01435 0.00674 
TC:       0.00994 0.01000 -0.00006 0.00156 
BC=.4,  TC=.01,  XDF=5, YDF=5 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k:       5.00095 5.00000 0.00095 0.00128 
DeltaY.k:    -0.00710 0.00000 -0.00710 0.00110 
DeltaZ_k:  -19.99602 -20.00000 0.00398 0.00374 
Alpha.k:     14.99725 15.00000 -0.00275 0.02191 
Beta_k:      9.99174 10.00000 -0.00826 0.01054 
Phi.k:      4.89640 5.00000 -0.10360 0.05254 
BC:       0.38547 0.40000 -0.01453 0.00550 
TC:       0.00994 0.01000 -0.00006 0.00130 
C.2   Runs Varying Number of Cameras 
BC=  .4, TC=  .01,  Cameras= 1 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
C-3 
DeltaX.k 4.99583 5.00000 -0.00417 0.00079 
DeltaY.k 0.00003 0.00000 0.00003 0.00064 
DeltaZ.k -19.98162 -20.00000 0.01838 0.00253 
Alpha.k 14.85465 15.00000 -0.14535 0.01806 
Beta.k 9.97567 10.00000 -0.02433 0.00436 
Phi_k 4.86896 5.00000 -0.13104 0.03536 
BC 0.37456 0.40000 -0.02544 0.00392 
TC 0.00753 0.01000 -0.00247 0.00087 
BC= .4, TO .01, Cameras= 1 and 2 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k 5.00255 5.00000 0.00255 0.00109 
DeltaY.k -0.00559 0.00000 -0.00559 0.00079 
DeltaZ.k -19.98990 -20.00000 0.01010 0.00390 
Alpha.k 14.99461 15.00000 -0.00539 0.02109 
Beta.k 9.98918 10.00000 -0.01082 0.00870 
Phi_k 4.79492 5.00000 -0.20508 0.06247 
BC 0.37142 0.40000 -0.02858 0.00744 
TC 0.00885 0.01000 -0.00115 0.00158 
BC= .4, T< > .01, Cameras= 1 and 3 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00062 5.00000 0.00062 0.00068 
DeltaY.k -0.00421 0.00000 -0.00421 0.00065 
DeltaZ.k -19.99755 -20.00000 0.00245 0.00209 
Alpha.k 14.99545 15.00000 -0.00455 0.01065 
Beta.k 9.99457 10.00000 -0.00543 0.00605 
Phi_k 4.92415 5.00000 -0.07585 0.03221 
BC 0.38603 0.40000 -0.01397 0.00372 
TC 0.00882 0.01000 -0.00118 0.00072 
BO .4, T( > .01, Cameras= 1 and 4 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00182 5.00000 0.00182 0.00068 
DeltaY_k -0.00508 0.00000 -0.00508 0.00057 
DeltaZ_k -19.99741 -20.00000 0.00259 0.00263 
Alpha.k 14.98318 15.00000 -0.01682 0.01416 
Beta.k 9.97089 10.00000 -0.02911 0.00535 
Phi.k 4.86932 5.00000 -0.13068 0.04006 
BC 0.36655 0.40000 -0.03345 0.00452 
TC 0.00986 0.01000 -0.00014 0.00098 
BO .4, T 3= .01, Cameras= 4 
C-4 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00081 5.00000 0.00081 0.00078 
DeltaY.k -0.00472 0.00000 -0.00472 0.00069 
DeltaZ_k -19.99675 -20.00000 0.00325 0.00245 
Alpha.k 14.99423 15.00000 -0.00577 0.01243 
Beta.k 9.99360 10.00000 -0.00641 0.00671 
PM_k 4.90767 5.00000 -0.09233 0.03790 
BC 0.38420 0.40000 -0.01580 0.00444 
TC 0.00876 0.01000 -0.00124 0.00087 
BC=  .4, TC=  .01,  Cameras= 8 
FIT          EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k:      5.00081      5.00000 0.00081 0.00078 
DeltaY_k:    -0.00472      0.00000 -0.00472 0.00069 
DeltaZ.k:  -19.99675 -20.00000 0.00325 0.00245 
Alpha_k:     14.99423    15.00000 -0.00577 0.01243 
Beta.k:      9.99360    10.00000 -0.00641 0.00671 
Phi.k:      4.90767      5.00000 -0.09233 0.03790 
BC:       0.38420      0.40000 -0.01580 0.00444 
TC:       0.00876      0.01000 -0.00124 0.00087 
BO 1, TC= .5, Cameras= 1 
FIT    EXACT    ERROR   PRECISION 
DeltaX_k: 1.39916  5.00000 -3.60084 1.72027 
DeltaY_k: 2.34957  0.00000  2.34957 1.25111 
DeltaZ_k: -3.32290 -20.00000 16.67710 7.50294 
Alpha.k: -8.38708 15.00000 -23.38708 14.45716 
Beta_k: 2.17753 10.00000 -7.82247 7.62531 
Phi.k: -4.85253  5.00000 -9.85253 24.85895 
BC: -9.75151  1.00000 -10.75151 31.04010 
TC: 4.70599  0.50000  4.20599 17.06678 









.5, Cameras= 1 and 2 
FIT    EXACT ERROR   PRECISION 
5.01123  5.00000 0.01123 0.00536 
-0.01977  0.00000 -0.01977 0.00437 
-19.92888 -20.00000 0.07112 0.01960 
14.77107 15.00000 -0.22893 0.11429 
10.03690 10.00000 0.03690 0.05043 
3.12636  5.00000 -1.87364 0.29504 
0.67148  1.00000 -0.32852 0.03427 
0.43699  0.50000 -0.06301 0.00805 
C-5 
BO 1, TC= .5,  Cameras= 1 and 3 
FIT          EXACT ERROR        PRECISION 
DeltaX.k:       5.00420      5.00000 0.00420 0.00449 
DeltaY_k:    -0.02007      0.00000 -0.02007 0.00436 
DeltaZ.k:   -19.97640 -20.00000 0.02360 0.01420 
Alpha.k:     14.75491    15.00000 -0.24509 0.07321 
Beta_k:      9.99202    10.00000 -0.00798 0.04222 
Phi.k:      3.82213      5.00000 -1.17787 0.21012 
BC:      0.73340      1.00000 -0.26660 0.02385 
TC:       0.43463      0.50000 -0.06537 0.00484 
BC= 1, TC=  .5,  Cameras= 1 and 4 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00966 5.00000 0.00966 0.00412 
DeltaY_k -0.02296 0.00000 -0.02296 0.00360 
DeltaZ.k -19.97364 -20.00000 0.02636 0.01743 
Alpha.k 14.71916 15.00000 -0.28084 0.09659 
Beta.k 9.88608 10.00000 -0.11392 0.03871 
Phi.k 3.60765 5.00000 -1.39235 0.24747 
BC. 0.64836 1.00000 -0.35164 0.02631 
TC- 0.45221 0.50000 -0.04779 0.00632 
BO 1, TO = .5, Cameras= 4 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k 5.00494 5.00000 0.00494 0.00476 
DeltaY_k -0.02169 0.00000 -0.02169 0.00432 
DeltaZ.k -19.97067 -20.00000 0.02933 0.01524 
Alpha.k- 14.77376 15.00000 -0.22624 0.07916 
Beta.k 9.99640 10.00000 -0.00360 0.04367 
Phi_k 3.74769 5.00000 -1.25231 0.22587 
BC 0.72692 1.00000 -0.27308 0.02606 
TC 0.43588 0.50000 -0.06412 0.00549 
BO 1, TO  .5,  Cameras= 8 
FIT EXACT 
DeltaX_k:      5.00494      5.00000 
DeltaY_k:    -0.02169      0.00000 
DeltaZ_k:  -19.97067 -20.00000 
Alpha_k: 14.77376 15.00000 
Beta_k:  9.99640 10.00000 
Phi_k:  3.74769  5.00000 
BC:  0.72692  1.00000 
TC:  0.43588  0.50000 
ERROR I PRECIS 
0 00494 0 00476 
0 02169 0 00432 
0 02933 0 01524 
0 22624 0 07916 
0 00360 0 04367 
1 25231 0 22587 
0 27308 0 02606 
0 06412 0 00549 
C-6 
C.3   Runs Varying Bending Coefficient 
BC= .01, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT 
DeltaX_k:  5.00000  5.00000 
DeltaY_k:  0.00000  0.00000 
DeltaZ.k: -20.00000 -20.00000 
Alpha.k:     14.99999    15.00000 
Beta_k:     10.00000    10.00000 
Phi_k:      4.99998      5.00000 
BC:       0.01000      0.01000 










BO  .01,  Rigid Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00106 5.00000 0.00106 0.00024 
DeltaY_k -0.00059 0.00000 -0.00059 0.00068 
DeltaZ.k -19.99575 -20.00000 0.00425 0.00033 
Alpha.k 14.99992 15.00000 -0.00008 0.00227 
Beta_k 9.99988 10.00000 -0.00012 0.00232 
Phi_k 4.91773 5.00000 -0.08227 0.00253 
BC=  .1, Deformation Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00001 5.00000 0.00001 0.00005 
DeltaY_k -0.00029 0.00000 -0.00029 0.00005 
DeltaZ.k -19.99997 -20.00000 0.00003 0.00016 
Alpha.k 14.99990 15.00000 -0.00010 0.00080 
Beta.k 9.99954 10.00000 -0.00046 0.00043 
Phi_k 4.99824 5.00000 -0.00176 0.00248 
BC 0.09966 0.10000 -0.00034 0.00029 
TC 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00006 
BC= .1, R] Lgid Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.01069 5.00000 0.01069 0.00245 
DeltaY_k -0.00552 0.00000 -0.00552 0.00684 
DeltaZ.k -19.95743 -20.00000 0.04257 0.00328 
Alpha.k 14.99931 15.00000 -0.00069 0.02273 
Beta.k 9.99917 10.00000 -0.00083 0.02322 
Phi_k 4.17712 5.00000 -0.82288 0.02531 
BC= .5, D sformation Model 


















































EXACT ERROR   PRECISION 
5.05461  5.00000 0.05461 0.01214 
-0.01835  0.00000 -0.01835 0.03389 
-19.78743 -20.00000 0.21257 0.01624 
14.99723 15.00000 -0.00277 0.11302 
10.00333 10.00000 0.00333 0.11497 
0.89955  5.00000 -4.10045 0.12528 
BO 1, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT 
DeltaXJc:       5.01074      5.00000 
DeltaY_k:     -0.02702      0.00000 
DeltaZ_k:  -19.95592 -20.00000 
Alpha.k:  14.99634 15.00000 
Beta_k:  9.96896 10.00000 
Phi.k:  4.06393  5.00000 
BC:  0.86144  1.00000 



















5.11041 5.00000 0.11041 
-0.01434 0.00000 -0.01434 
-19.58135 -20.00000 0.41865 
14.99623 15.00000 -0.00377 
10.02420 10.00000 0.02420 








BC= 3, Deformation Model 




ERROR   PRECISION 
5.10721  5.00000  0.10721 0.02075 
-0.09868  0.00000 -0.09868 0.02103 
-19.57897 -20.00000  0.42103 0.05638 
C-8 
Alpha.k 15.00817 15.00000 0.00817 0.32444 
Beta_k 9.91008 10.00000 -0.08992 0.19254 
Phi_k -3.63004 5.00000 -8.63004 0.81679 
BC 1.56135 3.00000 -1.43865 0.09315 
TC 0.00268 0.00000 0.00268 0.02301 
BC= 3, Rigid Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k 5.30461 5.00000 0.30461 0.05296 
DeltaY_k 0.14225 0.00000 0.14225 0.14660 
DeltaZ.k -18.93527 -20.00000 1.06473 0.07232 
Alpha_k 15.00500 15.00000 0.00500 0.51051 
Beta_k 10.21304 10.00000 0.21304 0.55756 
Phi_k -16.40640 5.00000 -21.40640 0.62795 
C4    Runs Varying Twisting Coefficient 
TO .01, Deformation Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 4.99998 5.00000 -0.00002 0.00005 
DeltaY_k 0.00001 0.00000 0.00001 0.00005 
DeltaZ_k -20.00007 -20.00000 -0.00007 0.00017 
Alpha.k 14.99562 15.00000 -0.00438 0.00085 
Beta_k 10.00040 10.00000 0.00040 0.00046 
Phi.k 4.98921 5.00000 -0.01079 0.00263 
BC 0.00676 0.01000 -0.00324 0.00031 
TC 0.00876 0.01000 -0.00124 0.00006 
TC= .01, I ligid Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k 4.99906 5.00000 -0.00094 0.00116 
DeltaY_k 0.00081 0.00000 0.00081 0.00325 
DeltaZJk -20.00455 -20.00000 -0.00455 0.00156 
Alpha_k 14.91409 15.00000 -0.08591 0.01079 
Beta_k 10.00640 10.00000 0.00641 0.01104 
Phi_k 4.94461 5.00000 -0.05539 0.01204 







4.99991      5.00000    -0.00009 0.00027 
0.00006      0.00000      0.00006 0.00025 
20.00034 -20.00000    -0.00034 0.00084 
14.97813    15.00000    -0.02187 0.00424 
C-9 
Beta_k: 10.00212 10.00000 0.00212 0.00230 
Phi.k: 4.94589 5.00000 -0.05411 0.01319 
BC: -0.00621 0.01000 -0.01621 0.00156 
TC: 0.04382 0.05000 -0.00618 0.00030 
TC= .05, Rigid Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 4.99128 5.00000 -0.00872 0.00569 
DeltaY_k 0.00694 0.00000 0.00694 0.01592 
DeltaZ.k -20.03975 -20.00000 -0.03975 0.00765 
Alpha.k 14.57080 15.00000 -0.42920 0.05290 
Beta.k 10.03350 10.00000 0.03350 0.05403 
Phi_k 5.05175 5.00000 0.05175 0.05894 
TC= .1, De ̂formation Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 4.99979 5.00000 -0.00021 0.00053 
DeltaY_k 0.00015 0.00000 0.00015 0.00049 
DeltaZ.k -20.00066 -20.00000 -0.00066 0.00169 
Alpha_k 14.95634 15.00000 -0.04366 0.00848 
Beta.k 10.00447 10.00000 0.00447 0.00461 
Phi.k 4.89178 5.00000 -0.10822 0.02640 
BC -0.02242 0.01000 -0.03242 0.00311 
TC 0.08765 0.10000 -0.01235 0.00060 
TO .1, R Lgid Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k 4.98203 5.00000 -0.01797 0.01136 
DeltaY.k 0.01575 0.00000 0.01575 0.03180 
DeltaZ.k • -20.08369 -20.00000 -0.08369 0.01531 
Alpha.k 14.14184 15.00000 -0.85816 0.10574 
Beta.k :  10.06980 10.00000 0.06980 0.10778 
Phi_k :  5.18478 5.00000 0.18478 0.11765 
TC= .5, D äformation Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k :  4.99781 5.00000 -0.00219 0.00258 
DeltaY_k :  0.00182 0.00000 0.00182 0.00245 
DeltaZ.k : -20.00473 -20.00000 -0.00473 0.00838 
Alpha.k :  14.78735 15.00000 -0.21265 0.04266 
Beta.k :  10.02972 10.00000 0.02972 0.02363 
Phi_k :  4.49688 5.00000 -0.50312 0.12920 
BC :  -0.14748 0.01000 -0.15748 0.01519 
C-10 
TC:       0.43906      0.50000    -0.06094      0.00301 








EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
4.92767      5.00000 -0.07233 0.05573 
0.13080      0.00000 0.13080 0.15758 
20.43194 -20.00000 -0.43194 0.07659 
10.72178    15.00000 -4.27822 0.52660 
10.44790    10.00000 0.44790 0.52917 
6.21184      5.00000 1.21184 0.58048 
TC= 1, Deformation Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 4.99227 5.00000 -0.00773 0.00497 
DeltaY.k 0.00623 0.00000 0.00623 0.00496 
DeltaZ.k -20.01830 -20.00000 -0.01830 0.01592 
Alpha.k 14.60260 15.00000 -0.39740 0.08536 
Beta.k 10.06853 10.00000 0.06853 0.04955 
Phi_k 4.20049 5.00000 -0.79951 0.23804 
BC -0.28052 0.01000 -0.29052 0.02802 
TC 0.88034 1.00000 -0.11966 0.00609 
TC= 1, Ri{ ;id Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 4.90840 5.00000 -0.09160 0.10818 
DeltaY_k 0.38357 0.00000 0.38357 0.30818 
DeltaZ.k -20.85516 -20.00000 -0.85516 0.15187 
Alpha.k 6.49211 15.00000 -8.50789 1.04132 
Beta.k 11.12772 10.00000 1.12772 1.03227 
Phi.k 7.40292 5.00000 2.40292 1.13983 
TC= 2, Dei formation Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 4.97704 5.00000 -0.02296 0.00966 
DeltaY_k 0.01739 0.00000 0.01739 0.01051 
DeltaZ.k -20.06331 -20.00000 -0.06331 0.02724 
Alpha.k 14.37409 15.00000 -0.62592 0.16181 
Beta_k 10.13054 10.00000 0.13054 0.10814 
Phi_k 4.12335 5.00000 -0.87665 0.37434 
BC -0.48618 0.01000 -0.49618 0.04486 
TC 1.76974 2.00000 -0.23026 0.01232 
TO 2,  Rigid Model 
C-ll 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.02440 5.00000 0.02440 0.20041 
DeltaY_k 1.21371 0.00000 1.21371 0.56798 
DeltaZ.k -21.63817 -20.00000 -1.63817 0.28936 
Alpha.k -1.71328 15.00000 -16.71328 1.99238 
Beta.k 13.04812 10.00000 3.04812 1.94719 
Phi.k 9.47545 5.00000 4.47545 2.17946 
C.5   Runs Varying Noise 
Noise= .01, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT 
DeltaX_k:  5.00489  5.00000 
DeltaY_k: -0.02170  0.00000 
DeltaZ_k: -19.97081 -20.00000 
Alpha.k:  14.77310 15.00000 
Beta.k:  9.99619 10.00000 ■ 
Phi_k:  3.74983  5.00000 ■ 
BC:  0.72717  1.00000 










Noise= .01, Rigid Model 
FIT    EXACT 
5.01658  5.00000 








10.69254 15.00000 -4.30746 
10.02777 10.00000 
-1.62218  5.00000 
ERROR I >RECIS 
0 01658 0 06005 
0 09526 0 16851 
0 01979 0 08204 
 0 56973 
0 02777 0 56830 
6 62218 0 62323 
Noise= .1, Deformation Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k 5.00449 5.00000 0.00449 0.00489 
DeltaY.k -0.02180 0.00000 -0.02180 0.00443 
DeltaZ.k -19.97207 -20.00000 0.02793 0.01565 
Alpha.k 14.76728 15.00000 -0.23273 0.08131 
Beta.k 9.99434 10.00000 -0.00566 0.04485 
Phi_k 3.76914 5.00000 -1.23086 0.23192 
BC 0.72947 1.00000 -0.27053 0.02675 
TC 0.43569 0.50000 -0.06431 0.00564 
Noise= .1 Rigid Model 








5.01778 5.00000 0.01778 0.05998 
0.09885 0.00000 0.09885 0.16829 
-20.01948 -20.00000 -0.01948 0.08195 
10.69851 15.00000 -4.30149 0.56911 
10.02623 10.00000 0.02623 0.56768 
-1.62005 5.00000 -6.62005 0.62255 
Noise= .25, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT ERROR   PRECISION 
DeltaX.k:  5.00381  5.00000 0.00381 0.00532 
DeltaY.k:  -0.02197  0.00000 -0.02197 0.00483 
DeltaZ_k: -19.97417 -20.00000 0.02583 0.01704 
Alpha.k:  14.75756 15.00000 -0.24244 0.08854 
Beta_k:  9.99125 10.00000 -0.00875 0.04883 
Phi.k:  3.80120  5.00000 -1.19880 0.25243 
BC:  0.73329  1.00000 -0.26671 0.02912 
TC:  0.43539  0.50000 -0.06461 0.00614 
Noise= .25, Rigid Model 
FIT    EXACT ERROR   PRECISION 
DeltaX.k:  5.01977  5.00000 0.01977 0.05987 
DeltaY.k:  0.10484  0.00000 0.10484 0.16796 
DeltaZ.k: -20.01896 -20.00000 -0.01896 0.08182 
Alpha.k:  10.70846 15.00000 -4.29154 0.56822 
Beta_k:  10.02369 10.00000 0.02370 0.56679 
Phi_k:  -1.61650  5.00000 -6.61650 0.62157 
Noise= .5, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX.k: 5.00270  5.00000 0.00270 0.00652 
DeltaY.k: -0.02224  0.00000 -0.02224 0.00592 
DeltaZ.k: -19.97765 -20.00000 0.02235 0.02088 
Alpha_k: 14.74143 15.00000 -0.25857 0.10857 
Beta_k: 9.98610 10.00000 -0.01390 0.05986 
Phi_k: 3.85431  5.00000 -1.14569 0.30928 
BC: 0.73962  1.00000 -0.26038 0.03568 
TC: 0.43490  0.50000 -0.06510 0.00752 
Noise= .5, Rigid Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECIS 
DeltaX.k: 5 02308 5.00000 0.02308 0.05975 
DeltaY_k: 0 11481 0.00000 0.11481 0.16755 





10.72505 15.00000 -4.27495 0.56715 
10.01947 10.00000 0.01947 0.56572 
-1.61059  5.00000 -6.61059  0.62041 
Noise= .75, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT 
DeltaX_k:  5.00157  5.00000 
DeltaY.k: -0.02252  0.00000 
DeltaZ.k: -19.98118 -20.00000 
Alpha.k:  14.72526 15.00000 
Beta.k:  9.98094 10.00000 
Phi_k:  3.90825  5.00000 
BC:  0.74606  1.00000 










Noise= .75, Rigid Model 
FIT EXACT 
5.02641 5.00000 




























FIT    EXACT 
5.00049  5.00000 




3.95931  5.00000 
0.75214  1.00000 



















5.02971  5.00000 0.02971 
0.13472  0.00000 0.13472 
-20.01636 -20.00000 -0.01636 
10.75814 15.00000 -4.24186 
10.01099 10.00000 0.01099 









Noise= 5, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT 
DeltaX.k:  4.98367  5.00000 
DeltaY_k:  -0.02711  0.00000 
DeltaZ.k: -20.03678 -20.00000 
Alpha_k:  14.45712 15.00000 
Beta_k:  9.89562 10.00000 
Phi.k:  4.75190  5.00000 
BC:  0.84682  1.00000 



















5.08221  5.00000 0.08221 
0.29192  0.00000 0.29192 
20.00261 -20.00000 -0.00261 
11.02010 15.00000 -3.97990 
9.94238 10.00000 -0.05762 








Noise= 10, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT 
DeltaX_k: 4.96475  5.00000 
DeltaY_k: -0.03227  0.00000 
DeltaZ_k: -20.09482 -20.00000 
Alpha.k: 14.15507 15.00000 
Beta_k: 9.79952 10.00000 
Phi_k: 5.62229  5.00000 
BC: 0.95123  1.00000 










Noise= 10, Rigid Model 
FIT    EXACT 
5.14665  5.00000 


















Noise= 25, Deformation Model 
FIT    EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
C-15 
DeltaX_k 4.91756 5.00000 -0.08244 0.19254 
DeltaY_k -0.04685 0.00000 -0.04685 0.18663 
DeltaZ.k -20.23545 -20.00000 -0.23545 0.64453 
Alpha.k 13.31776 15.00000 -1.68224 3.46643 
Beta.k 9.53157 10.00000 -0.46843 1.87462 
Phi.k 7.69098 5.00000 2.69098 9.20866 
BC 1.20212 1.00000 0.20212 1.06343 
TC 0.39737 0.50000 -0.10263 0.23788 
Noise= 25, Rigid Model 
FIT EXACT ERROR PRECISION 
DeltaX_k 5.33253 5.00000 0.33253 0.17191 
DeltaY_k 1.03234 0.00000 1.03234 0.46285 
DeltaZ_k -19.93685 -20.00000 0.06315 0.23884 
Alpha.k 12.26844 15.00000 -2.73156 1.65980 
Beta_k 9.59825 10.00000 -0.40175 1.65612 
Phi_k -1.06985 5.00000 -6.06985 1.81670 
C-16 
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